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From the Beginnin.g . •• 
JMC Class· of 20 IO 
33 
34 
Madeel A Abdullah, MD 
Drexel University, BS 
(Dr. Paul Bert featured below in his stead.) 
~·1~1 
I 
-
IJ Fizan Abdullah, MD, PhD ]MC,1998 
1JflfJn . ~ ta~~v~~· · : ~a,J:/ · · ~ · 1~.fii<JJta, 
....... ~ qj_ , rn l~ff 4frYt ~ · sn*!Ji · Fi· llt· ·· tJJM 
Victoria Marie Addis, MD 
Princeton University, AB 
; , fflmily.fj Ft f QJ!r S,ijf/FJ~ IJJJ'JfrJ&.ItfJJl 
Jprr·sa,rnaaJj'IR. qgfil{{1Jr~lit~ ~qii'q{J 
IJlJj wan;Yi q/JflfJlflif'M .JH.J1 ~~ . & . qp 
w~tqr. ff_ '))Ql.Jfl ~s m qn<J: ~ qu ".<IEJliM'l 
JilllW.'il\ttr. •. IJJ{lt/f iUJ~tl.J}. tilfmJty;e1,u, ~IJiti.!i 
flfJI~l}~~ ·:J!llJultax~ 9) t'Vl1l11t: S/l•IB · h cmd1l1iWll 
Jo ~v.~r. /j 9f.4lef11J 
Subhashini Appulingam, MD 
New York University, BA 
rthrailm111iiii'fif4!i·1t'U! .. mmammm1m1tttHraHlillffflf!f! 
(Dr. Frederick Banting featured below in his stead.) 
J 
David P. Arps, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
35 
Michael C. Aynardi, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
Shannon Nicole Bailey, MD 
Northwestern University, BA 
36 
Thank you to Sean, 
my family and my friends 
for all of your love and 
support. 
Good luck to everyone! 
j 
Kevin Bang, MD, DDS 
Santa Clara University, BS 
Columbia University College 
of Dental Medicine, DDS 
UffitffilmffW'fffH''ttffU!-
(Df. Robert Koch featured above in his stead.) 
Jenny Van Banh, MD 
University of California, Irvine, 
BS, BA 
37 
Samuel Barasch, MD 
Beloit College, BA 
r 
I 
L. ___ u··--- - .... -.... ~ 
Brian Barbas, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
38 
Cara L. Beahm, MD 
Gettysburg College, BS 
Irina Belinsky, MD 
New York University, BA 
39 
Agatha K. Berger, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
• uutth• IUU ttlrti't iii :nmu.Mt 
I 
l 
fn Joseph P. Berin~ Jr./ MD 
~ JMC/1988 
Patrick Thomas Bering, MD 
Villanova University, BS 
40 
To the marvelous friends and family who 
have supported; encouraged and celebrated 
with me, and especially to the most wonderful 
Mother, Father and Brother that anyone 
could ask for .. . Thank You 
Joseph P. Berin~ Sr./ MD 
JMC/ 1956 
Duty-Honor-Country. Those three hallowed words reverently dictate what 
you ought to be, what you can be, and what you will be. They are your 
rallying points: to build courage when courage seems to fail; to regain faith 
when there seems to be little cause for faith; to create hope when hope 
becomes forlorn. 
Abigail Victoria Berniker, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
Barbara Blofstein 
Berniker, MD 
]MC,1970 
John Smith Berry IV, MD 
United States Military Academy, BS 
41 
42 
Zoe Ruth Lewin Billinkoff, MD 
Brown University, BA 
Larisa A Broglie, MD 
Loyola College of Maryland, BS 
Andrew Brown, MD 
]MC, 2004 
john Brown, MD 
]MC,1974 
Justin Brothers, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Harold Brown, MD 
]MC,1942 
Timothy Brown, MD, PhD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Thomas Jefferson University, PhD 
43 
Matthew Cain, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Jed Froilan Calata, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
44 
-. 
D&B /',,d, 
·t,!' 
, (At •. 
.• ·~~.~: . ~. ·.. •.. .. ·; ... · .· l1Jt ':{!'(\ . j ;·~:. 
: . . . .. ~ .• 4L .· '. 
Tnavi~s, Dad avid Mom, for all tne evico1Araqemevit avid s1Apport 
~01A've qivevi me over tne mavi~ ~ears. I co1Aldvi't nave dovie it 
witno1At ~01A. I love ~01A! 
YOU C:1\N l,1\Y 1=0H SC:MOOI., BUT YOU 
C:1\N'T 1nrr C:IJ\SS ... 
Con9ratulations,]MC Class of 2010! 
Sarah Cannon, MD 
Haverford College, BS 
Kelly J Casey, MD 
Gonzaga University, BS 
Franciscan University, MA 
45 
Vincent E. Casiano, MD 
University of the Sciences, BS 
Amanda Celii, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
46 
"Kindness in words 
creates confidence. 
Kindness in thinking 
creates profoundness. 
Kindness in giving 
creates love." 
- Tao Te Ching 
"To my family, friends , and 
instructors: Without you, 
I would never have been able 
to achieve my dreams!" 
G O OD LUCK TO 
THE CLASS OF 2010! 
I HOPE EVERYON E 
SUCCEED S IN 
ALL OF TH EIR 
PURSUITS . 
"'Educafion is an admirab'e f,,inq, buf if is we" fo remember from 
lime fo fime f,,af nof,,inq worf,, knowing- can be fauq,,f/' 
-- Oscar WUde 
"Wlth d/ my lave, thank yau ta d/ a/J my /Jamlfy a.ml /JtLenr;6. Alam, yau ate the 
plllar a/; my !t-!Je. anl j} wt.'!! dwayJ Jt'llve ta be t1.J rceat t1.J yau . .. 
Thenappan (Thenu) Chandrasekar, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Isabella G. Chen, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
47 
Jimmy Chen, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
Rebecca Claire Chiffer, MD 
Colgate University, BA 
48 
r 
I 
To MoM, DAD, KELLY, AND Scon ~ foR ALL You 
HAVE DONE AND ALL THAT YOU CONTINUE TO DO FOR ME1 
THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART, I TRULY 
WOULDN'T BE HERE WITHOUT You. Au MY LOVE, 
TODAY AND ALWAYS. 
I've heard it said 
That people come into our lives for a 
reason 
Bringing something we must learn 
And we are led 
To those who help us most to grow 
If we let them 
And we help them in return .. . 
I know I'm who I am today 
Because I knew you 
-Wicked 
CJ, MOM, DAD, JOHN, AND ALL MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS -
THANK YOU FOR LOVING MY QUIRKS, FOR CHEERING ON MY 
SUCCESSES, AND FOR NEVER DISMISSING MY DREAMS! 
To Kristi, my mom, dad, sis and the Norris clan -thanks for all 
the support. To all my friends -ifs been interesting. 
Julia Ciccocioppi Slater, MD 
Saint Michae l's College, BA 
Ziga Cizman, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health, MPH 
49 
Kristen Sue Clark, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
....... -1 i 
Ryan Christopher Cleary, MD 
Mount Saint Mary's University, BS 
50 
William Lawrence Cohen, MD 
Wesleyan University, BA 
Karen Lynn Connolly, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
51 
Brendan Cooney, MD 
La Salle University, BA 
~111i ' 
David Patrick Cork, MD 
University of Southern California, BS 
52 
JMC Class of 2010 - congratulations! I am privileged to have learned 
medicine with such a talented group of people. To my family and friends -
thank you for helping me achieve my dream; we share this accomplishment 
together. To my one true love, Kelly - we took every step of this journey 
together. Thank you for forever inspiring me. 
Misti Coronel, MD 
Villanova University, BS 
ll!!l!lffiU.Rilliit!raP'H!IH!!HH!!!!H!l!!l!l.l! 
Douglas Scott Corwin, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Villanova University, MA 
53 
54 
Elizabeth Ashley Crowe, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
William Daly, MD 
]MC, 1976 
Austin P. Daly, MD 
Boston College, BA 
Thomas Daly, MD 
]MC, 1946 
Thank you to all my friends, 
family, instructors and most of all 
Jenn for making my experience 
at Jeff a memorable and 
life-changing one! 
Paul J. Das, MD 
University of Toronto, BS, MS 
lli!.!Miil!iHlll!l!lf!H!!!!!!!!!!!!l!ffifffff!IH!lliHWHffiUmntf11f1Ufutp1111 
Erin Michelle Davis, MD 
Temple University, BS 
55 
56 
Jennifer Lea Davis, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Molly B. Davis, MD 
University of California, 
Santa Barbara, BS 
'1((9«; WJ1)t ~~ 
~ ~. &tb ~@«; 
CIDJ ew.r~,lt& surt" 
Mark Joseph DeCaro, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
Matthew DeCaro/ MD 
]MC/ 1980 
Brent Robert DeGeorge, Jr, 
MD, PhD 
The College of William and Mary, BS 
Thomas Jefferson University, PhD 
57 
Jonathan T. DeGroat, MD 
University of Florida, BS 
Thomas DeGroat, MD 
]MC, 1981 
(Dr. William Crawford Gorgas featured below in his stead.) 
August DeNicco Ill, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
58 
Joe DePietro, MD 
SUNY at Binghamton, BS 
I 
r~..,.q~~m-~•·4-.... tflM'*t!l1!!1ltflltP1!+1Hh.., 
I 
Sean Devitt, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
59 
LeRose Dhanoa, MD 
University of Alberta, BS 
Kristin M. DiDomenico, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
60 
fo~my, zyongerful plJ!ents, 
fe1J!les$"sis[G.rs,.aiz.dn4fares.t, 
frif!r+nd~,.- thfJr,frl,~YJJU/i:J,J~ 
beiIJg,1 tkJrf.re1.f,or, ni:~,. I4finJ:,. 
whg T a.q;m l!~cause ohyou,;;, 
Huong T. Do, MD 
University of the Sciences, BS 
Katina Khahn Do, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
61 
62 
Scott Eric Drobnis, MD 
George Washington University, BBA 
Tricia Dunn, MD 
]MC, 2006 
Emily Ann Dunn, MD 
New York University, BA 
-
t 
THANKS TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS AND 
FAMTLYWHO HAVE STOOD BY ME 
THROUGH THIS JOURNEY. 
ERICA, WORDS CANl'iOT EXPRESS MY 
GRATITUDE FOR YOUR LOYE, SUPPORT, 
AND ENCOURAGEMENT, \Vl TllOUT WHICH 
l\fY PURSUIT OF THIS DREAM WOULD NOT 
HAVE EVEN BEEN POSSIBLE. 
Harriet B. Eldredge, MD 
Georgetown University, BS 
"WH E N YOU REACJH! T'HE EN D> Of YOUR ROPE. 
TJE A KNOT RN IlT ANJD) HANG ONo" 
==THOMAS JE!F'.FER.SON 
J 
' I 
Jeremy M. Ellis, MD 
University of Pittsburgh, BS 
63 
Christine Marie Ennis, MD 
Loyola University of Maryland, BS 
Andrew Martin Farach, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
64 
110ur greatest happiness does not 
depend on the condition of life in 
which chance has placed us, but is 
always the result of a good 
conscience, good health, occupation, 
and freedom in all just pursuits. 11 
Thomas Jefferson 
Laura Schoch Farach, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Anthony Waguih Farah, MD 
University of Virginia, BA 
1 
65 
66 
Catherine J. Fedorka, MD 
Colgate University, BA 
Richard Feduska, MD 
]MC, 1981 
lirlila:Umimiimmflmiirl1!tmmfftiitliiUlill!ll!HRii!i1-1-11nu111·11!lll!!ffiffi , 
Michael Andrew Feduska, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
'1 hope you never look back but you never forget 
All the ones who love you and the place you left 
I hope you always forgive and you never regret 
And you help somebody every chance you get ... " 
-Rascal Flatts 
£aGour is Glossoming or oancing where 
Ghe Gooy is not Gruiseo to pleasure soul. 
Nor Geauty Gorn out o,f its own oespair, 
Nor Glear-eyeo wisoom out o,f mionight oil. 
0 chestnut-tree, great-rooteo Glossomer, 
7l.re you the leaf, the Glossom or the Gale? 
0 Gooy swayeo to music, 0 Grightening glance, 
How can we know the oancer ,from the oance? 
William :Butler Yeats 
ALL THAT IS GOLD DOES NOT GLITTER, 
NOT ALL THOSE WHO WANDER ARE LOST. 
J.R.R. T OLKIEN 
Michael Anthony Fierro, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
111"""~"''' 
Katrina Ann Fletcher, MD 
Barnard College, Columbia University, BA 
67 
T. Raymond Foley, MD 
University of Vermont, BS 
Brian L. Frank, MD 
Franklin and Marshall College, BA 
68 
~ 1Bijl1111. ~ 
~-..-~­~  
1l'lM'~-
"Much thanks and love to 
my family and wonderful 
teachers and friends." 
Michael S. Furman, MD 
George Washington University, BA 
Brown University, MA 
Alithea Gabrellas, MD 
Harvard University, BA 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
69 
70 
Geoffrey Steven Gaunay, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
ttf!1'•lffW~~ot1~n•1111ttW 
Elizabeth Carrie Gersbach, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
"Th e secret of life is to h ave a task. Som ething you devote your entire life to, 
som ething to b ring everything to, every minute of th e day, for your wh ole life. 
And the important thing is, it must b e som ething you can 't p ossibly do." 
- H en ry Moore 
Thank you to my wh ole f amily and all my friends!! 
Deana Marie Gifford, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
Mohit Gilotra, MD 
]MC, 2007 
Mudit M. Gilotra, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
71 
David Michael Goldberg, MD 
Loyola College, BBA 
Beth Danielle Goldstein, MD 
Brown University, ScB, ScM 
72 
Best of 1 uck to the Class of 201 O! 
Now, after four years, 
after the lectures and labs that were etched endlessly into our syllabi, 
after the nights we woke, with the textbook creased in our cheeks, 
after the mult iple choice tests sharpened shades of grey into neat packages, 
after the white coat molded to our Maxwell's and became uniquely ours, 
after we served as trusted advisor and partner in health, 
after we del ivered the child, both pink and blue, 
after we held the hands of the sick and the dying with compassion, 
after we found our hearts' true calling in our chosen fields, 
we stand, forever changed, by what it means to be ... 
Doctor 
T hank you to my peers for taking this 
journey with me. Because of you, I have 
learned more and challenged myself further. 
Thank you to the faculty and residents, Lab 
Table 13, Tiby and Sam in the LRC, the 
med student lounge couches, and my many 
study buddies. A special thanks to the 
Friday night ladies for painti ng, cooking, 
walking Guy, sipping red wine, venting, and 
laughing with me. I feel so blessed to have 
you and you will always be dear to me. 
Thank you Mom and Dad for your unconditional support and fo r teaching me 
what medicine is really all about. Most of all, thank you, Steve. I would not be here 
without your love and support. Here's to what lies ahead! 
"The fool doth think 
he is wise, but the 
wise man knows 
himself a fool." 
William Shakespeare 
Stefanie E. Golebiewski-Manchin, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Matthew G. Gorski, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
73 
74 
Christopher E. Greenleaf, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Widener University, MBA 
-- -(Dr. Rene Laennec featured above in his stead.) 
11-
1 
I 
I 
J 
Tyler Grenda, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
Sometimes there's a man ... I won't say a hero, 'cause, what's a hero? Sometimes, 
there's a man ... well, he's the man for his time and place. He fits right in there. 
And that's the Dude ... Sometimes there's a man, sometimes, there's a man. Well, 
I lost my train of thought here. But... aw, heck. I've done introduced it enough. 
(the Stranger in the Big Lebowski) 
"Welcome, 0 life! I go encounter for the millionth t ime the reality of 
experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated 
conscience of my race " 
(James Joyce in The Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man) 
Four years of medical school is a climb up the perilous mountain that is the 
hero quest, the quest for knowledge to heal and make whole. We disintegrate 
ego, re-imagine selfhood and space, connect and hope to transcend and now 
we stand on a tall cliff. I look back and see my angelic Missy, my Mom and 
Dad, Carol and Fred, my family and friends who without which I would not 
find the strength to continue. Turning around, the base of the p eak menaces 
the sky. We are not done, but we will trudge fo rward, with the same love and 
support that has allowed us to come so far. 
Bartosz T. Grobelny, MD 
Columbia University, BA 
I 
Samuel R. Grodofsky, MD 
University of Maryland, BA 
75 
Tai Grunwald, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Gregory Tsai Guffanti, MD 
Brown University, BA 
76 
For their eternal love and endless 
support: thank you to my wonderful 
parents and sisters, I could not have 
done it without you! To the class of 
201 o and the amazing friends I have 
made along the way: thanks for the 
great memories! It has been an 
amazing ride, best of luck in your next 
step along the way ... 
Patrick Christopher Hanley, MD 
The Catholic University of 
America, BS 
.... ~ 
(Dr. Virginia Apgar featured below in her stead.) 
Kenna Healy, MD 
Wake Forest University, BS 
I 
77 
Julie Herman, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Alexia Hernandez-Soria, MD 
Duke University, BS 
78 
Thanks, Mom and Dad, 
for your support and 
encouragement all of 
these years. 
You guys are the best. 
1\P. ~I;J,1,, ~- ~ll;~J:, tB: : Q~~f;l!§,,,, a,b}.,~,~ : T1h;ij$~Y~,l\ll~g Y~4iw.JQ~~aJ¢~115MJil,:lijjl;?~ 
~Ii£?~~ Y~;\1-J~~ l~ab .. f{j/J ;r;,~g~~tnfuka11~bJ~,§~~j.t~,h~~. Y!li),J,k iQg; lliJi¥.-. l~t~ 
Anthony Garman Ho, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Daniel Matthew Hoberman, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA, CNIM 
79 
Anahita Hojat, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Evan Holdsworth, MD 
Pomona College, BA 
80 
I 
To my AWESOME family and friends: 
I am forever indebted to you for everything 
you have done for me. Especially Mom and 
Dad -- there are no words to express how 
much your love and support (and constant 
supply of food) has meant to me. Thank 
you! I love you all! 
WJ,: "'9'MJ C1 d<.9CWr." 
~ fn-~ -U\i-&M: "'9~ '9 eat QA\! app&. uJLffi ~@U, q~ au?o.;f)" 
Thank you to my wonderful parents and my amazing husband. I love 
you all and could never have made it without you. 
Phoebe Jeanette Holmes-Juck, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Myra Qi-Hua Hu, MD 
Duke University, BS 
81 
Zachary Hutzayluk II, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BS, BA 
Virginia Jackson, MD 
George Washington University, BS 
82 
"Lately it occurs to me, 
what a long, strange trip 
it's been ... thanks to 
everyone along the way, 
especially those who have 
been there from the start." 
To My Family: Thank you for 
my foundation, for teaching 
me love and survival and 
resilience, for always showing 
me hope when I have lost it. 
To Bill, Erica, Patty, lkumi, 
and Zach: Thank you for 
being my sanity. 
To Paul J: I miss you, rest in 
peace. 
.. 
Amanda Lutz Jagolino, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Mary (Susie) James, MD 
Cornell University, BS 
Drexel College of Medicine, MMS 
I 
I 
83 
Dana Nicole Johns, MD 
Franklin and Marshall College, BA 
Sarah Nowik Johnson, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
84 
"Generally, by the time you are Real, most of your hair has 
been loved off, and your eyes drop out and you get loose in 
your joints and very shabby. But these things don't matter 
at all, because once you are Real you can't be ugly, except 
to people who don't understand." 
"'9~ s~ Ls s~ C©MP~ ~ ~@i,{, COJIJt 0wW»v lti U\J 
10 sec<9+1.ds. ~Lis rr~ 11.©C uJ~ ~U\q OJ\LfuJili( =) 
THANK YOU TO MY FAMILY AND F RIENDS WHO HAVE 
SUPPORTED ME THROUGH ALL MY U P S AND DOWNS! 
Tzvi Steven Jonas, MD 
SUNY Binghamton, BA 
Erin Jou, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
1 
I 
85 
86 
Trisha Marie Juliano, MD 
Boston College, BA 
Patricia Eugenie Jumelle, MD 
Yale University, BA 
Dear Dad, Mom, & Tony, 
Thank you for your everlasting love and 
encouragement. It has been invaluable 
knowing that I have had your unwavering 
support thr oughout the years. Amon pere, 
un grand merci! Que Dieu vous garde. 
Love, Patricia 
Sooner or later we all discover that the important moments in life are not 
the advertised ones, not the birthdays, the graduations, the weddings, not 
the great goals achieved. The real milestones are less prepossessing. They 
come to the door of memory unannounced, stray dogs that amble in, sniff 
around a bit and simply never leave. Our lives are measured by these . 
- Susan B. Anthony 
Thank you to all of my friends and family for four years of incredible memories.' :) 
David R. Kalos, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Aditi B. Kamdar, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
87 
88 
Devin Kato, MD 
University of California, Berkeley, BA 
Alexander Ethan Katz, MD 
University of Virginia, BA 
LIVIN' THE DREAM, THANKS TO THE LOVE AND SUPPORT OF MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS. 
Matt, Mom, Dad, Lauren, 
and family: Thank you for 
your patience, support, and 
encouragement. I love you 
all and look forward to many 
more adventures! 
Kristen Marie Kelly, MD 
Middlebury College, BA 
Erica Anisah Khan, MD 
Smith College, BA 
89 
90 
Mark Robert Michael Kilgore, MD 
University of Washington, BS 
John Frank Kilpatrick, MD 
Macalester College, BS 
PER§I§TENCE 
I§ 
ALL 
Su Hee Kim, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Robert Kinner, MD 
University of North Carolina, BA 
91 
92 
Natasha Kiryankova-Dalseth, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
Kendra Suzanne Klein, MD 
University of Maryland, BS 
Matthew William Kohan, MD 
Allegheny College, BS 
Jennifer Marie Koterwas, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
93 
94 
Philip Krapchev, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
Mark Krawitz/ MD 
]MC/ 1980 
Steven Adam Krawitz, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
MOM, DAD, AND BRIAN: THANKS f'OR YOUR 
SUPPORT AND LOVE. 
I will always feel your 
warmth ano your 
strength! 
:Rest peacefully in an 
enoless embrace. 
lqj--.~ 'llfi, tatM • ..,, ........... , 
~--~~tatw.lWAv.....,..aJil~ 
... ~ ..... ,_. ... ,. 
~~. -1--)fltlwilt 
Pooja Lakshmin, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Romeo Wildon A. Laroya II, MD 
Temple University, BS 
95 
Bryan John LeBude, MD 
Carnegie Mellon University, BS 
Jhoan A. Ledesma, MD 
University of Miami, BA 
96 
Franklin C. Lee, MD 
Santa Clara University, BS 
Benjamin L. Liechty, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
97 
Suh Yueh Lim, MD 
International Medical University 
Esther Xiang Yu Liu, MD 
University of Rochester, BS 
98 
Ting Ting Liu, MD 
University of California, Berkeley, BA 
Thomas Lloyd, MD 
]MC, 1966 
Andrew Lloyd, MD 
University of Michigan, BA 
99 
Patricia Loftus, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
James Malatack, MD 
Carnegie Mellon University, BS 
100 
Dustin Manchester, MD 
Connecticut College, BS 
Nithya Mani, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
101 
Lauren Ashley May, MD 
University of Washington, BS 
Jeanne Mcfalls, MD 
Swarthmore College, BA 
102 
Kelly Jo McGlaughlin, MD 
Wake Forest University, BS 
Michael]. McGlaughlin, MD 
]MC, 1979 
Kevin Jude McHale, MD 
La Salle University, BA 
103 
104 
Katherine M. McKee-Cole, MD 
American University, BS 
Michelle McMaster-Moskow, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, 
School of Nursing, BS 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 
Elizabeth Kyle Meehan, MD 
Washington and Lee University, BA 
Eve Rachel Merrill, MD 
Northwestern University, BA 
105 
Erin Elizabeth Meschter, MD 
Brown University, BS 
Deana Mikhalkova, MD 
Wilkes University, BS 
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''GO C:ONl=IDl:NTl.Y IN THI: Dll~l:C:TION 01: YOlJI~ 
Dm:AMS. LIVI: THI: 1.11=1: YOU HAVI: IMAGINl:I)." 
-Hl:Nl~Y DAVID THOm:AlJ 
For we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which 
God prepared in advance for us to do. · Eph. 2: 10 (NIV) 
Love begins by taking C£lle of the 
clos~st:1q;J;?&,p - the, on~p,a.j~h()me. 
Much gratitude to Mom, Dad, 
and my always-present family 
and friends! 
Amaris Miller, MD 
Gordon College, BS 
Regent College, DipCS 
Francis Mohan, MD 
]MC, 1981 
Elizabeth Anne Mohan, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
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Adnaan Moin, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Brian Fredrick Moore, MD 
Lock Haven University, BS 
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"Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give 
you something to drink? When did we see you a stranger and invite you 
in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in 
prison and go visit you?" 
The King will reply, "I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of 
the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me." Matthew 25:37-40 
Michael D. Mulock, MD 
University of Maryland, BA 
Rachel E. Musial, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
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Melissa Anne Nappi, MD 
University at Albany, BS 
Swetha Naroji, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
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With all my love and gratitude to my wonderful 
family who have loved me, supported me, and 
made me the person I am today. 
Diane Nelson, MD 
Minnesota State University, 
Moorhead, BA 
Sara Elizabeth Neves, MD 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, BS 
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Timothy Eric Newhook, MD 
Colgate University, BA 
(Dr. Benjamin Rush featured below in her stead.) 
Melinda Nugent, MD 
Columbia College, BA 
Corinne Michelle O'Brien, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
Jolene Taeko Okaneku, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
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Curtis Olson, MD 
Bucknell University, BA 
Yinn Khurn Ooi, MD 
Taylors University College, BS 
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"To all my dear friends in Jefferson 
fate has crossed the paths of our lives 
and now destiny pulls us apart 
but our friendship is everlasting. 
For your endless love and support 
and for unforgettable memories 
That I will forever cherish 
thank you,from the bottom of my heart." 
Alexandra Stokes Otto, MD 
University of North Carolina, BS 
Linda Pang, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
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Frank Charles Passero, Jr, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Milan R. Patel, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
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l WANT TO EXPRESS MY SINCEREST GRATITUDE TO MY 
FAMILY, MY FRIENDS, AND AMIRA FOR ALL OF THE 
LOVE, SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT THEY HAVE 
GIVEN ME ON MY PATH TO BECOMING A PHYSICIAN. 
THANK YOU FOR ALWAYS BELIEVING IN ME. l WOULD 
ALSO LIKE TO THANK ALL THE TEACHERS WHO GAVE 
GENEROUSLY OF THEIR TIME AND KNOWLEDGE 
THROUGHOUT MY MEDICAL SCHOOL YEARS AND WHO 
SERVED AS MY ROLE MODELS FOR A LIFE DEDICATED TO 
MEDICAL EDUCATION AND PATIENT CARE. 
Joshua Peck, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Joseph Laurence Petfield, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
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Ellen Joyce Plumb, MD 
Boston University, BA 
Christopher Plymire, MD 
Rochester Institute of Technology, BS 
118 
fl'cte eo-me thiJ /;at o-n/y &eeawe o-/; all o-/; yo-ut lo-cte! 
Michael Quartuccio, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
Alyson Shannon Quigley, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BS 
Widener University, MBA 
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Glen David Quigley, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BS 
Widener University, MBA 
Sarah Marie Racsa, MD 
Barnard College, BA 
Call it a clan, call it a network, call it a tribe, call it a family: 
Whatever you call it, whoever you are, you need one. 
Thank you to my parents, family, close friends, & dear husband. 
Your support has kept me sane and brought immense joy into my life. 
Erin Setzer Rardon, MD 
Fort Lewis College, BS 
Kristen Reese, MD 
University of Delaware, BS 
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David C. Reisner, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Alicia Margaret Ringel, MD 
Brown University, BA 
With my family present 
A white coat was donned 
With hope and excitement 
My medical career was spawned 
The weeks became months 
The months became years 
Some vacations were planned 
To alleviate my fears 
The knowledge was added 
That coat became worn 
My life became rattled 
A beautiful girl was born 
Thanks to my supporters 
Especially my wife 
A shoulder to cry on 
She's the love of my life 
Excitement lies ahead 
A career to create 
Many friends have been added 
My Jefferson years were just great 
Nathan Russell Roberts, MD 
Boston University, BS, MS 
Daniel W. Robins, MD 
Emory University, BA, BS 
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Kenika Robinson, MD 
McMaster University, BS 
William F. Rosner, MD 
]MC, 1975 
Andrew D. Rosner, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Benjamin Jesse Rothschild, MD 
Cornell University, BA 
Abhik Roy, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
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Tammy Rubenzik, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
Elise Eva Saddleton, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Harvard Graduate School of Education, MA 
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Thautlllk§ to my prurent§, g['rulldpairent§, rulld my 
brothe[', Aaron, fo[' theft[' mppo['[ rulld ftn§pftmtfton, 
rulld [O rull of my wonde['J!\uill [eachern <Jl[ JeffernOltllo 
Alana Sagin, MD 
Middlebury College, BA 
Michael Savino, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
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David M. Schaevitz, MD 
Boston University, BA 
Amber Marie Schwed, MD 
University of Washington, BS 
"Life is partly what we make it, and partly what it is made by the 
friends we choose." - Tennessee Williams 
"If ever there is tomorrow when we're not 
together, there is something you must 
always remember. You are braver than you 
believe, stronger than you seem, and 
smarter than you think. But the most 
important th ing is, even if we're apart, I'll 
always be with you." -Pooh 
"Whatever we learn has a purpose and whatever we do 
affects everything and everyone else, if even in the tiniest 
way. Why, when a housefly flaps his wings, a breeze goes 
round the world: when a speck of dust falls to the ground, 
the entire planet weighs a little more: and when you stamp 
your foot, the earth moves slightly off its course. Whenever 
you laugh, gladness spreads like the ripples in a pond: and 
whenever you're sad, no one anywhere can be really happy. 
And it's much the same thing with knowledge, for whenever 
you learn something new, the whole world becomes that 
much richer." 
- Norton Juster, The Phantom Tollbooth 
Laura M. Scorr, MD 
Haverford College, BS 
Paurush L. Shah, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
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Olga Shif, MD 
Arcadia University, BA 
Courtney Brooke Shipon, MD 
Cornell University, BA 
Boston University, MA 
Michael Thomas Shoffeitt, MD 
Tulane University, BA 
Michael Baran Silverberg, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
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Lindsay Simon, MD 
Allegheny College, BS 
Michael E. Sindoni, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA, MS 
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To Mom, Dad, and 
Christina - thank JOU 
for JOUt endleu patience 
and support. Without 
JOU, I would not have 
made it here. 
Do unto others. then run. - Ilenny 'ijill 
SOME CAUSE HAPPINESS WHEREVER THEY GO; 
OTHERS WHENEVER THEY GO. - OSCAR WILDE 
M+ all~ can do. 1,a, ~ ~ end up w.ii:li 
tk ~ ~- - ll'1i:Juw Millvi 
To my dear friends and colleagues, thank 
you so very much for the generosity and 
friendship I have had since transferring in 
at the start of 3rd year - it's always a little 
difficult being the new kid on the block! I 
shall treasure these couple of years; 
especially of the solidarity amongst medical 
students! Good luck wherever your path 
takes you! 
Mahes Sivarajah, MD 
University of Edinburgh, BS, MS 
Meera Sivendran, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
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Colin Lloyd Smith, MD 
Kenyon College, BA 
Lindsay B. Sobin, MD 
Kenyon College, BA 
134 
Komal Singh Soin, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
) -::....==~=; 
Joshua Sommovilla, MD 
Wesleyan University, BA 
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Raashee Renee Sood, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Ronald Souder/ MD 
]MC/ 1973 
Emily E. Souder, MD 
Dickinson College, BS 
''OJ.~~tk 
~of~ and~ tk wd." ..___...__ 
Jeanine Spielberger, MD 
Towson University, BS 
Erica B. Stein, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
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Kristen Sutley, MD 
Connecticut College, BA 
lkumi Suzuki, MD 
University of Pittsburgh, BS 
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Thank you Mom, Dad, Kelly, all of my 
friends, and especially Dan. I could not 
have survived these last four years 
without your love, encouragement, and 
patience. It only took me 22 years, but 
I'm finally finished with school! 
i'Y ou may encounter many defeats, but you must not be 
defeated. In fact, it may be necessary to encounter the 
defeats, so you can know who you are, what you can rise 
from, how you can still come out of it." 
-Maya Angelou 
To i\nd1·ut1u, i'\llcm1, Dad, Sist.u1·s, and 1'"'1·iuncls, I ccmlcl not. 
ba"e clone this wit.bout. 1'011. I lcme 1'011 and t.banlt 1'011. 
Renee Szumski, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
Kathleen Tappen Baynes, MD 
Yale University, BA 
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Kimberly Tefft, MD 
University of Pittsburgh, BA 
Howard C. Teng, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BS 
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"It is good to ~ave avi evid to Jo1t1rvie~ toward, b1t1t it is t~e 
Jo1t1rvie~ t~at matters ivi t~e evid" - V1rs1t1la K. LeG1t1ivi 
First, to my parents, thank you for your unconditional love and support. I love you and think of you 
always. Nothing seems impossible after seeing everything you have accomplished together. And 
Mom, for the record, I am so proud of you for fulfilling your dream to become a Reverend. Liz, you 
epitomize a true friend. I love our conversations, and know I can trust you with anything. You will 
be a wonderful psychiatrist! Becky, I am so blessed to have you as both a neighbor and a friend. Your 
friendship means so much to me, and ! look forward to all the fun times we will share in the future . 
Jesus, you are my Lord and Savior. Thank you for all of my blessings, including bringing such 
wonderful people into my life. Finally, to the entire class of 2010, Congratulations! We did it! 
Teemu Tha, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
Adam Ryan Thode, MD 
Franklin and Marshall College, BA 
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Adrienne F. Thompson, MD 
University of Alberta, BS 
Jennifer Elizabeth Thuener, MD 
University of Northern Colorado, BS 
December 30, 2009 8:40am 
The cold Chicago air in the morning felt refreshing. Although 1 was 
drinking stale coffee from yesterday, 1 was content. Today 1 realized 
just how lucky I am. 1 have now gone through one of the most 
unique experiences anyone can imagine, a dream that would have 
been impossible if 1 didn't have: 
My family, 
so supportive, in every possible way. 
My friends, old, new, all quirky, 
but nonetheless awesome. 
And Rebecca, your love and friendship 
has fuele,d f!!~,, for the past eight years 
sustalne(irme even from three time-
~,:~~ ,._,,,,,., 
ut you never run alone. 
hank you for everything. 
Charlene Tran, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Ben Tseng, MD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, BS 
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Kevin R. Turner, MD, PhD 
Brown University, BS 
Thomas Jefferson University, PhD 
Richard Paul Uluski, Jr, MD 
Union College, BS 
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Becoming a physician has been a 
dream of mine for many years and it 
certainly has not always been 
smooth sailing. I could not have 
made it through those stormy nights 
without the love and support of 
many people. First and foremost, 
I would like to thank God for 
blessing me with this opportunity. 
In addition, I would like to thank 
my family (including the Alfaros) 
for their encouragement. I would 
especially like to thank my 
wonderful wife Kristina for her love 
and sacrifice that has allowed me to 
be here today. 
~ · ~. I 
Iv 
':~, 1\9H 'IWl.!J .. ~Hi 
1Wli 'Wtt'Wt.~1Wli. 
1ilill'Wl'IWl!J ~~ 1\9H 
~1,~:~~ .. ,,.",~ 
Michael James Utz, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
Joseph Matthew Valdez, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health, MPH 
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Katie Van Abel, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
(Sir William Osler featured below in his stead.) 
Ryan van Hoff, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
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Bruce Van 
Vranken/ Jr./ MD 
]MC/ 1975 
Sophia Lynn van Hoff, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
(Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell featured above in her stead.) 
Bruce Van 
Vranken/ Sr./ MD 
]MC/ 1947 
Leigh A. Van Vranken, MD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, BS 
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Pramod Vangeti, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
lrbert Luis Vega, MD 
Princeton University, AB 
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Kateki Vinod, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
An Thein Vo, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
149 
150 
Elliot Wakeam, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Lora Christine Waldman, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
Ryan Walker, MD 
Cornell University, BA 
(Dr. Sigmund Freud featured above in his stead.) 
Leora Miri Walsh, MD 
Emory University, BS 
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Krystle G. Wang, MD 
Harvard University, BS 
(Dr. William Halsted featured below in his stead.) 
Zachary C. Weber, MD, DMD 
Boston University, BA 
Tufts Dental School, DMD 
To my family, 
Ben, and my 
friends: 
Thank you for all 
the support you 
have given me. 
I'm so lucky to 
have you all -
I love you guys! ! ! 
To Mom, Dad, my brothers, 
my fiance Rkk, my family and 
friends: Thank you for your 
endless support, love, laughter, 
kindness, and prayers. 
Justin Wei, MD 
Columbia University, BS 
Frances Mae West, MD 
Seton Hall University, BS, MS 
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Alicia M. Wiczulis, MD 
University of Washington, BA, BS 
Alison Witkin, MD 
Bowdoin College, BA 
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Mona Yezdani, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
---~ '" ~·~ ··~ f ( 
Jon Y. Zhou, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BS 
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soul." 
-Joseph Addison 
"Believe nothing merely 
because you have been told 
it. Do not believe what your 
teacher tells you merely out 
of respect for the teacher. 
But whatsoever, after due 
examination and analysis, 
you find to be kind, 
conducive to the good, the 
benefit, the welfare of all 
beings--that doctrine believe 
and cling to and take it as 
your guide." 
-Buddha 
I 
"The main part of 
intellectual educatiorlis ot 
/ / I 
the acquisition of ~a9tY, but 
learning how to trlaJV facts 
live." . / .. · / 
-Oliver We£~e~olmes 
~{; 
// 
/ 
lntrodu ''.hg 
lhe- /-dministration, 
Faculty, and Staff 
of 
Jefferson Medical 
College 
·Many Thanks to all of 
our devoted teachers .... 
L. Tykocinski, MD 
Senior Vice President of 
Jefferson University 
and Dean of Jefferson 
Medic~~ollege 
, '~aul C. Brucker, MD 
.. Pr~sident Emeritus of 
ThorilasJeffe'fsQn University 
,.,,,,, ~,,,.,,,;"~~'~ 
Office of Diversity and Minority Affairs 
(left to right): Edward B. Christian, PhD, Associate Dean of 
Diversity and Minority Affairs ; Sabrina Roper, Administrative 
Assistant; Luz Ortiz, MA, Assistant Dean of Diversity and 
Minority Affairs 
Robert L. Barchi, MD, 
President of 
Office of Student Affairs and Career Counseling 
Dr. Kathryn Trayes, Dr. Kristin DeSimone, Dr. Charles Pohl, 
Joyce Muwwakkil, Dr. Bernard Lopez, Susanne Friedman 
Clara A. Callahan, MD 
The Lillian H. Brent Dean of 
Students and Admissions 
David L. Paskin, MD 
Senior Associate Dean of Academic 
Affairs/Graduate Medical Education 
and Affiliations 
Joseph L. Seltzer, MD 
Senior Associate Dean of 
Continuing Medical 
Education and Faculty and 
Alumni Affairs 
Susan L. Rattner, MD, MS 
Senior Associate Dean of 
Academic 
Affairs/Undergraduate 
Medical Education 
Karen M. Glaser, PhD 
Associate Dean, Academic 
Affairs/Undergraduate 
Medical Education 
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R YE •.: I. ~ .. •.t .·.·. . : · . ... 
Human 1orm and Development 
I! 
.Microanatom11 
Richard R. Schmidt, PhD J. Raymond Shea, PhD Hector Lopez, MD Nancy J. Philp , PhD 
Gerald B. Grunwald, PhD David E. Birk, PhD 
.MCB.M (.Molecular and Cellular Basis of .MedicineJ 
Peter Ronner, PhD Arthur Allen, PhD 
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._ ..... 
•• a• - -,..._~ 
' • . 
e . • '• 
.Neurosciences 
George C. Brainard, PhD 
A. Sue Menko, PhD 
Leonard M . Eisenman, PhD 
Elisabeth J. Van 
Bockstaele, PhD 
Michael Oshinsky, PhD 
S11stems: Ph11siolo1111 
John Flynn, PhD 
Marion J. Siegman, PhD Richard "Spike" Hom, PhD 
Introduction to Clinical .Medicine 1 
Christine M . Jerpbak, MD William McNett, MD 
SI.(·"' :: ... .• 
Foundations of Pharmacology and Pathology 
Carol Beck, PhD Thomas Tulenko, PhD Wolfgang Vogel , PhD Scott Waldman, MD, PhD Bruce A. Fenderson, PhD William D. Kocher, MD 
IID (Immunity, Infection, and Disease) 
David Abraham, PhD Jerome Buescher, PhD Timothy Manser, PhD Catherine Calkins, PhD Joseph A. DeSimone, MD 
Clinical Skills and Physical Diagnosis 
Department of Internal Medicine 
Katherine Berg, MD 
Department of Critical Care and Pulmonology 
Salvatore Mangione, MD 
Foundations of Clinical Medicine 
Steven K. Herrine, MD 
Department of Internal Medicine 
Joseph Majdan, MD 
Department of Internal Medicine 
Dale Berg, MD 
Introduction to Clinical Medicine 2 
Carol Reife, MD 
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THIRD 
Family Medicine 
160 
Department of 
Family Medicine 
(right) 
Gretchen Diemer, MD 
Clerkship Dil:e~t.!!r 
Carolyn Little (2009) 
Lisa Michaluk (2010) 
Clerkship Coordinators 
(left) 
Dr. Fred Markham 
Clerkship Director (right) 
Tonya Holloman 
Clerkshipu'Coordinator 
,~,,-,'"~""~mn= r.J:'.~L,, ~~, ·· .. , ; . ·~ '" 
. *~"~ **- dk W#fil; t!J~J+wi±;'~)~: 
THIRD YEAR 
Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Abigail Wolf, MD (left), 
Clerkship Director 
Deborah Cini (right), 
Clerkship Coordinator 
Psychiatry 
Psychiatry Department 
(above) 
Mitchell J.M. Cohen, MD 
Clerkship Director 
(left) 
Florence Spencer 
Clerkship Coordinator 
(right) 
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il·l 11~1) ~r1:,\I~ 
Surgery 
Sherry Weitz 
Clerkship Coordinator 
Gerald Isenberg, MD 
Clerkship Director 
Surgery Department 
(right) 
Pediatrics 
Pediatrics Department 
J. Lindsey Lane, MD, Clerkship Director 
and Sybil Fullard-McLaurin, Clerkship Coordinato1 
1=0lJ l~il·I ~r1:,\I~ 
Daniel Kremens, MD 
(left) 
Clerkship 
Director 
.Rehabilitation 
lVledicine 
Rehab Medicine Department (below) 
Neurology Department (below) 
and Nethra Ankam., MD 
Clerkship Directors 
Emergency Medicine 
Paul Kolecki, MD 
Clerkship Director 
Emergency Department 
Steven Bulizzi 
Clerkship Coordinator 
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Roger Mgrdichian 
Supervisor of AV 
Equipment Services 
TibyPanea 
Learning Resource 
Technician 
Office of the Registrar 
"Something that has always 
puzzled me all my Zif e is 
why, when I am in special 
need of help, the good deed 
is usually done by somebody 
on whom I have no claim." 
-William Feather 
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Carol Trent 
Administration Clinical 
Skills Center 
Melanie Fields 
Education Coordinator 
f}ne can PD./J. hacl< th.e loan 
of 3olr1, hut one rli.e!i fo'C.eve'C. 
i.n rleht to th.o!ie wh.o a'C.e 
l<i.nrl. 
-cJ1.al°tJ.an<:J''C.ove'C.h 
Office of Financial Aid 
Bookstore (above) 
ID and Commuter Services (Below) 
Student Activities Office (above) 
Wellness Center (Below) 
Office of Alumni Affairs (above) 
Department of Medical Education (Below) 
.1.11 can no other answer 
make, but, thanks, and 
thanks." 
-William Shakespeare 
Department of Medical 
Education Office 
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Jefferson Gefs f nvorved ••••• 
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When you throw together the endless opportunities 
of a city like Philadelphia with the interests and 
energy of 244 talented and devoted medical students, 
big things happen. The following pages detail just a 
few of the many organizations that JlVIC students 
have started and gotten involved in over the last four 
years. Continuing in the Jefferson tradition of 
excellence and service, the Class of 2010 proudly 
made their mark on the world, and if the past four 
years are any indicator, you can expect more big 
things to come from these new MDs. 
ltdmissions eoordinators 
Erica Stein 
Mike Savino 
Subha Appulingam 
Brian Barbas 
Carrying on the Jefferson tradition requires recruiting and accepting the best 
for our medical college. These four dynamite people devoted themselves to 
that purpose. 
Thenu Chandrasekar Joe DePietro Anthony Farah 
PROFESSIONALISM AND 
CONDUCT COMMITTEE 
Alexia Hernandez-Soria 
These four students were elected to serve for three years as representatives of our class. By 
demonstrating a dedication to the ideals of professionalism and serving as advocates for its 
education and practice, they helped to maintain one of Jefferson's most important traditions. 
eierkship and eourse Liaisons 
Through a little dedication, a lot of hard work, and a pinch of masochism, these students took it upon themselves 
to represent their classmates to "the powers that be" for each course and clerkship. Through their efforts, exams 
were challenged, feedback was collected, lectures were recorded, concerns were addressed, and changes were made. 
Below are the names of the students who not only made their education a priority, but yours as well. 
1st Year 
H mL'"' FoRM AN D D EVELOPMENT 
\11cnELLE M c MAs rnR-Mos Kow 
ERIN S ETZER R ARDON 
MCBM 
A l\'DREW LYTLE 
A GATHA BERGER 
S YST E.\18 : PHYSIOLOGYfT-H STOLOGY 
ELLIOT \VAKE<Uf 
Nlt\..RY (,(,Sus1E " JAMES 
ALI SON W ITKJN 
Tw noDucno:-< TO C LINICAL M EDICINE 1 
ERICA S TEIN 
ANDH EW R osNEH 
JENNIFER C oLECLOUGTT 
.NEUROANATOMY 
A MA,'DA CELTI 
Jos H S m1MOVILLA 
2nd Year 
I NTHOD UCTIO N TO PAT HOLOGY 
P noERE Hon rEs-Juc K 
l NTRODUCTION TO PI-IARMACOLOGY 
JENNIFER K o TERWAS 
JID 
.IEANlI\~ SPTELDEHGER 
A >'DREW LYTLE 
INTRODL CTl O.:\' TO CLlNl G.A.L M EDlCi i\"E 2 
T rnoT HY 'IE\VHOOK 
BETH GOLDSTEIN 
PHYS ICAL D1 AC , OSJS 
AGATH A B ER GER 
F m .:-NDATIONS O.F C L1l\"1CAL ..VIEnrcrNE 
A i\f AKDA CEJX l 
RYAN C LEARY 
SEAN DEvrr·1 
_lb!ARIS MILLER 
3rd and 4th Years 
FAMILY MEDICINE 
H ARRIET E LDREDGE 
KENDHA KLEL'I 
l l\'T'ERNAL M ED I CI NE 
R EBECCA C n1FFER 
D AVID C o LDBERC 
O !lSTETH1cs/Gv:-<ECOLOCY 
ALTSO'I WTTKIN 
MELISSA NAPPI 
P s YCH L\ TRY 
S r-TANNON B ALL EY 
.los imA P EC K 
SURGER Y 
SEA~ DEVTTI 
T YLER C RENDA 
JoHN B EllHY 
.los E PII P ETFIELD 
I ii 
• 
P EDTA TIHCS 
VICTORIA ADDIS 
KRI STEN REE SE 
NEU HOLOGY 
LAURA ScoRR 
E MERC E:\'CY MEDICINE 
D AVID SCHAEVITZ 
Ml 
Lia ison Co-Ch airsr 
Alison Witkin 
Tyler Grenda 
Timothy Newhook 
l11l 
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OfflCERS: 
Devin Kato-Jefferson Chapter President (2007-2 008) 
Alicia Wiczulis-Jefferson Chapter President (2006-2007) 
Prarnod Vangeti-Jefferson Chapter Vice President (2007-2008) 
Isabella Chen-Jefferson Chapter Treasurer (2007-2008) 
Thenu Chandrasekar-Jefferson Chapter Secretary (2007-2008) 
AMSA 2010 Class Liaisons (2006-2007) 
T~e Americavi Medical St1t1devit Associatiovi is t~e oldest avid 
largest ividepevidevit associatiovi of p~~siciavis 
ivi-traiviiviq ivi t~e V1viited States .. Global Health: Joseph Mega, Devin Kato, Linda Pang 
Women in Medicine: Leorah Walsh 
Committee on Disabilities: Isabella Chen 
Medical Education: Sean Devitt, Prarnod Vangeti 
Humanistic Medicine: Thenu Chandrasekar, Adnaan Main 
Minorities in Medicine: Amber Johnson 
Mnssnon Statement: The Amerftran Mednrall Student 
AssodaUon ft§ commftilted to limpmvilng he21Whtrare and 
heallil:hrare dellilveiry to allll peoplle; pmmotmg adftve 
ftmpmvemenrt ftn medilrall eduratfton; ftnvollvilng Jill:§ 
membern nn rthe 3ocft<llt momll, and ethftrall obllftgartfton§ of 
rthe pirofo§§non of medftcme; assft3tftng frn il:he ilmpmvemenrt 
and undernll:<llndnng of worlld herurth pmbllem§; 
conrtrftbutmg rto rthe wellfare of miedftrall §il:udienil:§, prie-
miedlirall §il:ud ienll:§, ilnil:em1§, re§ildenil:§, and po3i1:-MD/DO 
il:railniee§; and advancmg the pmfosslion of miedftdnie. 
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~-AMA~· 
The American Medical Association-Medical Student Section is 
dedicated to representing medical students, improving medical 
education, developing leadership, and promoting activism for the 
health of America. Through the Jefferson Chapter, JMC students are 
involved in projects, programs, and activities to further this purpose. 
Jeanine Spielberger -- Jefferson Chapter President (2007-2008) 
Raashee Sood -- Jefferson Chapter Vice-President (2007-2008) 
Abhik Roy -- Jefferson Chapter Treasurer (2007-2008) 
Anam Qureshi -- Jefferson Chapter Secretary (2007-2008) 
Adnaan Moin -- Jefferson Chapter Legislative Chair (2007-2008) 
Jennifer Li -- Jefferson Chapter Community Service Co-Chair (2007-2008) 
Julie Herman -- Jefferson Chapter Community Service Co-Chair (2007-2008) 
Jennifer Heckman -- Jefferson Chapter Involvement Chair (2007-2008) 
Krystle Wang -- Jefferson Chapter Observations Chair (2007-2008) 
Treasurer 
2006-2007 
Class Representatives: 
Justin Brothers 
2006-2010 
Geoffrey Gaunay 
2006-2010 
Robert Kinner 
2006-2007 
Joseph Petfield 
2006-2008 
Brian Barbas 
2007-2008 
Joseph DePietro 
2007-2010 
Michael Feduska 
2008-2010 
An Vo 
2008-2010 
of Jefferson since 1891. It is a medical honor 
society, which includes students who excelled in 
both their 2nd year Foundation of Clinical 
Medicine Course and their 3rd year Internal 
Medicine Clerkship. The Society holds 
numerous meetings and lectures to help facilitate 
a deeper understanding of the field of Internal 
Medicine. Examples include the annual Clinical 
Pathology Conference, the always entertaining 
Raft Debate, a series of review sessions given to 
the 2nd year class, and monthly Journal Clubs 
David Arps 
Michael Aynardi 
Shannon Bailey 
Samuel Barasch 
lrina Belinsky 
John Berry 
Larisa Broglie 
Jusrin Brothers 
Thenappan Chandrasekar 
Rebecca Chiffer 
Ryan Cleary 
Karen Connoll y 
Vice President 
2008-2009 
Secretary 
2006-2007 
i'tudent found( 
These JMC Student Council representatives 
served as liaisons for the students of 
Jefferson Medical College to the University, 
faculty, administration, and community. 
They organized student activities (post-
exam parties, class days, graduation events) 
and represented students on local, state, and 
national issues. 
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JeffHOPE 
JeffHope is a student-run volunteer organization 
which provides free healthcare to the underserved 
population of Philadelphia while providing medical 
students a unique clinical and social experience. 
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Steering Committee 2008-2009 
Advocacy 
Doug Corwin 
Kyle Meehan 
Irina Belinsky 
Joseph DePietro 
Mudit Gilotra 
Virginia Jackson 
Fundraising 
Kenna Healy 
Elliot Wakeam 
Lab Pharm 
Kristen Reese 
Abigail Berniker 
Alana Sagin 
Jennifer Thuener 
Pooja Lakshmin 
JeffHOPE for Kids 
Erin Meschter 
Jennifer Davis 
Shannon Bailey 
Research 
Aditi Kamdar 
Elise Saddleton 
Trisha Juliano 
Education 
Kendra Klein 
Kristin Doyle 
Melinda Nugent 
Patrick Hanley 
Ryan Cleary 
Physician Coordinators 
Anthony Ho 
David Cork 
Pramod Vangeti 
Sara Neves 
Student Coordinators 
Lindsay Simon 
Philip Krapchev 
Subha Appulingam 
Tyler Grenda 
Kenika Robinson 
Directors 2009-2010 
Project Director - Subha Appulingam 
Eliza Shirley - Virginia Jackson 
Ridge - Doug Corwin 
ACTS/Mercy Hospice - Kyle Meehan 
Our Brothers Place - Joe DePietro 
Prevention Point-Streetside Clinic - Mudit Gilotra 
Finance - Sara Neves 
Finance - Elliot Wakeam 
JeffHOPE Facts 
JeffHOPE is the largest and most active student organization at 
Jefferson, involving over 700 medical, nursing, and pharmacy students 
and over 50 faculty members. 
JeffHOPE is the largest student run free clinic in the whole country! 
Our clinics are responsible for over 2,000 patient-visits per year. 
JeffHOPE was formed in 1991 by a group of medical students who 
saw a need in the homeless community for proper medical care and 
also saw the potential opportunities for health professionals to reach 
out to this population. 
JeffHOPE currently operates five clinics at homeless shelters and one 
clinic in conjunction with Prevention Point Philadelphia, a nonprofit 
syringe exchange program. A free medical clinic is held at each of 
these six sites once a week. 
JeffHOPE ~-a-Jl 
Thanks for your dedication to 
JeffHOPE! 
find tk je{fA()Pe ~ c;o- W. .... 
p~ 3hah aA1d 3aAn 9~ 
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Victoria Addis 
Michael Aynardi 
Shannon Bailey 
Irina Belinsky 
John Berry 
Timothy Brown 
Thenu Chandrasekar* 
Ryan Cleary 
Karen Connolly 
Paul Das* 
Jennifer Davis 
Brent DeGeorge Jr.* 
Joseph DePietro* 
Kristin Doyle* 
Anthony Farah* 
Alithea Gabrellas 
Geoffrey Gaunay 
Mudit Gilotra 
Virginia Jackson 
Trisha Juliano* 
Robert Kinner 
Franklin Lee 
Patricia Loftus 
E. Kyle Meehan 
Timothy Newhook 
Joseph Petfield * 
Michael Quartuccio 
Nathan Roberts 
Abhik Roy* 
Elise Saddleton 
Colin Smith 
Joshua Sommovilla 
Erica Stein 
Renee Szumski 
Kimberly Tefft 
Kathryn Van Abel 
Ryan van Hoff 
Kateki Vinod * 
Elliot W akeam 
Krystle Wang* 
Alison Witkin * 
*Inducted as juniors 
(As pictured from left to right): Dr. Clara Callahan (Faculty Advisor), 
Thenu Chandrasekar (Treasurer), Anthony Farah (Vice-President), 
Joseph Petfield (President), Kate Vinod (Secretary) 
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Thenu Chandrasekar 
Most likely to cure cancer 
Tim Newhook 
Most likely to become 
Surgeon General 
Paurush Shah Corinne o•Brien 
Class Clown Biggest Flirt 
Andrew & Laura Farach Thenu Chandrasekar 
Cutest Couple Most likely to succeed 
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Jonathan DeGroat 
Most likely to curse on rounds 
Sean Devitt 
Most likely to deny treatment 
based on sports team affiliation 
Pat "0.M.H." Hanley 
Most likely to leave the hospital 
against medical advice (AMA) 
Pramod Vangeti 
Most likely to stalk an athlete or 
celebrity using electronic 
medical records 
Mike "MS" Mulock 
Most likely to forget a patient's 
name and use "champ" or 
"sport" instead 
Kelly Casey & 
Geoff Gaunay 
Most likely to self Rx Viagra 
Olga Shif 
Most likely to bedazzle 
her scrubs 
Vince Casiano 
Dr. Ruth Award: most likely to 
still be talking about sex 
non-stop at the age of 90 
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KODAK CM 400 5079 
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Ben "The General" Liechty 
Most likely to wear short-sleeved 
dress shirt and tis 
Left: Representative 
photo (student slept 
through photo 
shoot) 
Natasha Kiryankova-Dalseth 
Most likely to sleep 
through a "code" 
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Raashee Sood 
Most likely to drop out of 
medicine and hug a tree 
Class of 2010: 
Best of luck to all! 
Michael E. Sindoni, MD, MS 
••••Confidentiality and Limitation of Liability: This yearbook entry, and any attachment to it, 
contains privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) 
or entity named in the entry. If the reader of this entry is not the intended recipient, or the 
employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents 
of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this entry in error, please 
immediately return it to the sender. The author makes no claims, promises, or guarantees 
about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of this entry and expressly 
disclaims liability for errors and omissions in the contents of this yearbook entry. No 
warranty of any kind, implied, expressed, or statutory, including but not limited to the 
warranties of non-infringement of third party rights, title, merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, is given with respect to the contents of this entry, its hyperlinks to other 
Internet resources, or attachments. Reference in this entry to any specific commercial 
products, processes, or services, or the use of any trade, firm, or corporation name is for the 
information and convenience of the addressee, and does not necessarily constitute 
endorsement, recommendation , or favoring by the author. 
Michael Sindoni 
Most likely to switch sides and 
become a lawyer 
Larisa Broglie 
Most likely to be confused with 
a pediatric patient 
Kyle Meehan (pictured) & 
Amaris Miller 
Dr. Quinn Award: 
small town hero 
1' ... a,,c,1·ite C!lass <l11c>tes 
"If tl1e l1111g floats, l'Cn1 h:ille<I tl1e l>al>l'." - 1>1·. i\1·i1ro 
"1':t1e1·1rl>cHll' 1·aise l'Cn11· glass!" - H.icl11Jl11sh:i 
"t1\'11at's t1\n·o11g '1"it.l1 tl1is g111rl" - llI"ia11 i\llool"e • 
"It feels lih:e 11111 l>cn1es al"e <l1ri11g." - 1>1·. T11le11h:o 
"l>1111ctate" ••• "t1\'11at <loes tl1at 111ea11·1" ..• "St.i1>1>le<I" - 1>1·. I>l1il1> 
"To1111 1-·l"isl>l' ••• a1·e l'cn1 I"ecol"<li11g tl1is, To1111 1-·l"isl>1rl" - 1>1·. J .. 01>ez 
"i\1111 of l'Cn1 g111rs ,1,'f'a1111a go 011 a11 a<lt1e11t111·e·1" - Jt:<I Silt1e1" 
"l1\1hat're the chances of this ending '1aginall1rl" - l\nesthesia 1·esident 
"Tl1e l>e11z 111a11 .... tl1e l>e11zzz" -1>1·. J .. 01>ez 
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... you weren't a doctor, 
what would you be? 
-an NH!. goalie 
-a researcher 
-a filmmaker 
-a teacher 
-a musician 
-a chef 
-a pilot 
-not in debt 
-drunk more often 
-a dancer (non-exotic) 
-a cop (company car and would 
grow mustache) 
-ski patrol 
-more fun 
•.• you could have done one 
thing differently in med 
what would it have 
-spent more time with family 
-studied more 
-studied less 
-taken more Fridays off 
-gone to York for rotations 
-more trips to Jersey shore 
-partied more 
-stressed out less 
-NOT made out with tha t girl 
-attended less class 
-worn even MORE sweatpants 
-gone to Sunday karaoke at t.ocust Bar 
-sk11ed more 
were the star in your own 
what would the title be? 
-Urine - Dr. D.R. E. 
-Brown Town -Everybody t.oves Michael 
-My "So-called" t.ife -Prematurely Uncool 
-0.R. -How I Met My Doctor 
-Weak Medicine -Shrug 
-How to t.ose Your t.icense in 10 Days 
-Worst Show Ever 
-Scrubs: Getting Brown and Getting Down (The GI Ye ars) 
-t.ove Doctor (Reality Show on VHl modeled after Rock of t.ove) 
-t.ife of the Most Awesome Man in the World 
-Watching certain students 
anatomy lab. 
-When a student stood up during a Dr. Kocher lecture 
loudly shouted, "EXCUSE ME, DR. KOCHLER. WE BELIEVE 
THE MICROPHONE IS OFF!" 
-When Brian Moore asked how many bananas you would have 
to eat to die from potassium toxicity. (It ' s 32, by t h e way ) 
-During a presentation with the screen down in Brent 
Auditorium in 2nd year, when a 4th year student climbed 
on the table in the front of the room and walked behind 
the screen. The table started to tip over and we all 
thought he was going to die. 
-Every time Dr. Schmidt made fun of Drexel med students. 
-When Ed Silver cursed during an announcement about 
personal training. 
-Sorry, I never went to class. 
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Locust Bar 
Bob & Barbara's 
Dirt Frank's 
Drinker's Tavern 
Las Ve as Laun e 
·· n's 1. DOC watso 
z NI.oriarty's 
3 Tria 
4 Fado 
5 Silk CitY 
than Grill 6 NI.ara 
. h pub (Distal) 11ns 
The Plough & 
8 The Stars 
, Tavern 9 Drinkers 
NI.ad River 
1.0 
1. Mercato 
2. Mixto 
3. Buddakan 
4. La Viola 
5. Osteria 
1. Wawa 
2. Joe's (RIP) 
3. Starbucks 
4. Bonte 
5. Chapterhouse 
Sam's Fresh 
El Fuego 
Pho Cali 
Wawa 
Little Italy Pizza 
:r T/\T. . 
ashing-ton S 
quare 
2 R.eadin ,.,.. 
g i. errnina1 
3Citizen's B 
Park· ank Park/ ing Lot 
4schuyJkill River R. 
Un 
5Boathou 
se R.ow 
6Penn's L . 
anding 
1R.ittenhou 
se Square 
BA.rt 1VI Use urn St 
eps 
9Kellyn . 
rive 
10Phi Chi (1025 S 
Pruce) 
PRES£NJT ATION OF THE PORTR~IT 
OF 
DR~ STEVEN K~ HERRIN£ 
BYTH£ JMC CLASS OF 2010 
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lf o.rtrait lf resentatio.n @eremo.n9 
~arch 17, 2010 
Jefferson's time honored tradition of selecting a faculty member to be painted began with the 
Jefferson Medical College Class of 1861. This class chose Charles Meigs, MD, Professor of 
Obstetrics, for the occasion of his retirement. The portrait was a gift to Dr. Meigs and a copy of the 
portrait was donated to Jefferson Medical College by his son, John Forsyth Meigs, MD, in 1880. 
The highest honor that faculty members can receive is to be chosen by the Jefferson Medical College 
senior class to have their portrait painted. The Portrait is then presented to Thomas Jefferson 
University during a presentation ceremony. It was the wish of Samuel D. Gross, MD (painted by 
Thomas Eakins in The Gross Clinic) to have faculty members honored in this manner. The 
graduating class bestows this honor onto a faculty member who has demonstrated outstanding 
contributions to their class and the medical college. 
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"He is incredibly gifted at conveying important 
clinical knowledge in a way that students of all 
levels are able to build upon and utilize long after. 
I aspire to one day have the impact on medical 
students that Dr. Herrine has had on me." 
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"Dr. Herrine cares greatly about his 
students' education. His kindness, varied 
interests, and unique path to medicine make 
him an ideal teacher; the kind you strive to 
emulate and hope to make proud." 
"Whenever I present a case, I think of Dr. Herrine. He taught us 
that a presentation was so much more than a recitation of facts. It is 
the telling of a story with the meter and detail of a poet. How 
appropriate to dedicate a work of art to a clinician who emphasizes 
the true art of medicine." 
lDtir.. lfMRHirs · criT 
~fifi~·VJ \~ ~ crJr ~l(I: 
\ . ., Ittlrs ill!~-~. 
~.,. ~ila~tiMe\<0 
JtJa. . 
~" ~-criT 
~: . 
~u. ~-~lt 
!ii.,. 
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The third Thursday of March is just another day 
for most people, but for U.S. medical students, it's 
a tradition, a right of passage, and the pinnacle 
moment of their medical school careers. Match 
day is the day that every medical student works, 
worries, and waits for during their four years of 
medical school. On March 18th, 2010, the JMC 
senior class gathered in Connelly Auditorium and 
anxiously awaited noon, when we were handed an 
envelope and, along with our colleagues across the 
country, found out where we were headed to 
embark on the next step of our medical training. 
At 12:05, we applauded our dean, grabbed our 
envelopes, gathered with friends, and discovered 
our residency positions. Congratulations to all! 
IRMP Match List, Class of 2010 
1adeel Abdullah 
,ankenau Hospital, PA 
urgery, Preliminary 
'ictoria Addis 
,lbert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
'ransitionaJ 
leorgetown Univeristy , DC 
lphthalmology 
ubhashini Appulingam 
'homas Jefferson University 
lospital, PA 
iternal Medicine 
David Arps 
University of Michigan Hospitals -
Ann Arbor, MI 
Pathology 
Michael Aynardi 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospitals, PA 
Orthopaedics 
Shannon Bailey 
University of Minnesota Medical 
School, MN 
Pediatrics 
Kevin Bang 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Jenny Banh 
Kaiser Permanente-
So. CA Region, CA 
Internal Medicine 
Samuel Barasch 
University of Wisconsin Hospital 
and Clinics, WI 
Pathology 
Brian Barbas 
UMDNJ-R.W. Johnson -
Camden, NJ 
Emergency Medicine 
Cara Beahm 
Hershey Medical Center-PSU, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University, PA 
Anesthesiology 
Irina Belinsky 
California Pacific Medical Center, 
CA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
New York University, NY 
Ophthalmology 
Agatha Berger 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Patrick Bering 
University of Maryland Medical 
Center, MD 
Internal Medicine 
Abigail Berniker 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center, PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
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John Berry 
SAUSHEC-Brooke Army Medical 
Center, TX 
Surgery 
Zoe Billinkoff 
Brown University Psych 
Residency, RI 
Psychiatry 
Larisa Broglie 
Northwestern McGaw/CMH, IL 
Pediatrics 
Justin Brothers 
Residency Pending 
Timothy Brown 
Massachusetts General Hospital, 
MA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Massachusetts General Hospital, 
MA 
Urology 
Matthew Cain 
University of Chicago Medical 
Center, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Jed Calata 
Univ. of Illinois-Chicago/Metro 
Group Hospitals, IL 
Surgery 
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Sarah Cannon 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Dermatology 
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Kelly Casey 
St. Luke's-Bethlehem, PA 
Surgery 
Vincent Casiano,,::• ---" '%11~'.· - ;;f i'-; 'S(rtJA 
NCC-DeWitt Ain'jy Community ' . 
§ 
Hospital, VA i 
Family Medicine 
Amanda Celii 
Allegheny General Hospital, PA 
Surgery 
Thenappan Chan<lr1;tsekar.· r 
University of Califdinia~bavis 
z . I Medical Center, _$A 
Surgery, Prelinrtnary 
University .of'califotnia-r'>ay· 
Medical Center, CA 
Urology 
Jimmy Chen 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Isabella Chen 
' S~ripps 9,linic/Gree~ Hosp~tal , CA 
Internal Medicine · 
Rebecca Chiffer 
Hospital_ of the University of 
Penns)l:lyania, PA 
H O~olaryl)gology 
'''l·"' 
Julia Ciccocioppi 
Union fyjemorial Ho~pital, MD 
s"urger~~ 1 1 J' 
Ziga Cizman 
Pitt County Memorial 
.. 
ijo8Jpjtal/Br~1~t.Sch.1i.9,f Med., NC 
Surgery, Pr~bpimaryW•'m 
University OfNorth Carolina 
! ' Ho~pitals, NC I 
Radfology, Diagnostic 
Kristen Clark 
UMDNJ-R. W. Johnson-
Piscataway, NJ 
Psychiatry 
Ryan Cleary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Urology 
William Cohen 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, P 
Psychiatry 
Karen Connolly 
Pennsylvania Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Henry Ford Health Science Cente1 
MI 
Dermatology 
Brendan Cooney 
Residency Deferred 
David Cork 
University of Chicago Medical 
Center, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Vlisti Coronel 
rhomas Jefferson University 
-Iospital, PA 
~athology 
)ouglas Corwin 
Jniversity of Maryland Medical 
:::enter, MD 
ntemal Medicine 
~lizabeth Crowe 
Jniversity of Maryland Medical 
:::enter, MD 
>ediatrics 
fatasha Dalseth 
' emple University Hospital, PA 
>sychiatry 
\ustin Daly 
~oston University Medical Center, 
llA 
:urgery, Preliminary 
'aul Das 
Jniversity of Toronto, ONT 
'amily Medicine & Emergency 
1:edicine 
Erin Davis 
Rush University Medical Center, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Jennifer Davis 
Hospital for Sick Children/ 
University of Toronto, ONT 
Pediatrics 
Molly Davis 
University of California-Davis 
Medical Center, CA 
Family Medicine 
Mark DeCaro 
Hershey Medical Center/ 
Penn State, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Brent DeGeorge 
University of Virginia, VA 
Plastic Surgery 
Jonathan DeGroat 
University of Florida College of 
Medicine/Shands Hosp., FL 
Emergency Medicine 
August DeNicco 
Reading Hospital Medical Center, 
PA 
Transitional 
Hershey Medical Center/ 
Penn State, PA 
Anesthesiology 
JosephDePietr9 
Boston UniversityMedical Center, MA 
Otolaryggology/: 
Sean Devitt 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery 
LeRo.se Dhanoa 
Univ. of Wisconsin Sch. Of 
Medicine & Public Health, WI 
Family Medicine 
Katina Khanh Do 
Geisinger Health System, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Huong Do 
Yale-New Haven Hospital, CT 
Internal Medicine 
Kristin Doyle 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Wills Eye Hospital, PA 
Ophthalmology 
Scott Drobnis 
Residency Pending 
Emily Dunn 
.Abington Memorial Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
SUNY Health Science Center-
Brooklyn, NY 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Harriet Eldredge 
Lagkenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University , PA 
Radiation Oncology 
Jeremy Ellis 
Lehigh Valley Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Christine Ennis 
Jefferson Medical College/duPont 
Children 's Hosp., PA 
Pediatrics 
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Andrew Farach 
University of Texas Medical 
School-Houston, TX 
Transitional 
Baylor College of Medicine-
Houston, TX 
Radiation Oncology 
Anthony Farah 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Wills Eye Hospital, PA 
Ophthalmology 
Catherine Fedorka 
Drexel Univ. Coll. of Medicine/ 
Hahnemann Univ. Hosp., PA 
Orthopaedics 
Michael Feduska 
Rush University Medical Center, 
IL 
Anesthesiology 
Michael Fierro 
Loyola University Medical Center, 
IL 
Anesthesiology 
Katrina Fletcher 
UPMC Medical .. t~~;:::·~":~~j 
Program, PA 
Pediatric Psychiatry 
T. Raymond Foley 
University of Colorado School of 
Medicine-Denver, CO 
Internal Medicine 
Brian Frank 
Christiana Care, DE 
Surgery 
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Michael Furman 
Rhode Island Hospital/Brown 
University, RI 
Internal Medicine 
Alithea Gabrellas 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Internal Medicine, Primary Care 
/Y; ., 
Geoffrey Gaunay \ 
Albert Einstein/Beth Israel Medk al 
' '. . I ., 
Center, Nx' '4- I ·ij 
-Surgery, Preliminary 
Albert Einstein/Beth Israel Medical 
Center, NY 
Urology 
Mudit Gilotra 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Family Medicine 
\:i;f 
d Goh;I"erg .. 
' Ylj!. / 
Medic~l C~ter, MA 
al Medki~~ 
Beth Goldstein 
Yale-New Haven Hospital, CT 
Psychiatry 
Stefanie Golebiewski 
Christiana Care, DE 
Emergency Medicine 
Matthew Gorski 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
State University of New York-
Downstate, NY 
Ophthalmology 
Christopher Greenleaf 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Su~g~ry 
, '!;~le~ Grend~ 
Univ~~rsity pf Mis;higan Hospitals-
Ann Arbor, Mr · 1 
Surgery 
Bartosz Grobelny 
NYU School of Medicine, NY 
. o . "~~rgerx ,.r 
i'~ I!~ 
~amuel> Grodbfsky 
1 ~ospital of Lu~1m~~~~:~:I\?~ 
· r~nnsylvania , PA 
Anesthesiology 
Tai Grunwald 
St. Christopher' s Hospital, PA 
~e~atrics .··~ .. 
'ji " nY 
i ~ / Lr dr~gory Guffa;lti .. ;,... dr@gQn,Isiealthlo:~~ierlc! 
ufiiversli~ , oR · •. ··· / 
Family Medicine 
Deana Guzzi 
Jefferson Medical College/duPont 
Children's Hosp., PA 
Pediatrics 
Patrick Hanley 
University Hospitals/Case Medical 
Center, OH 
Pediatrics 
Kenna Healy 
University of Alabama Medical 
Center-Birmingham, AL 
Emergency Medicine 
Julia Herman 
UPMC Medical Education 
Program, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Alexia Hernandez-Soria 
Hospital for Special Surgery, NY 
Orthopaedics 
Anthony Ho 
George Washington University, DC 
Orthopaedics 
Daniel Hoberman 
Pinnacle Health Hospital-
Harrisburg, PA 
Internal Medicine Preliminary 
Anahita Hojat 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
l 
sworth 
rcy B ospital-San Diego, C 
Phoebe Holmes 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Pathology 
Myra Hu 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Neurology 
~achary Hutzayluk Tzvi Jonas 
.rEOUCOM-Aultman Hospital, OH Tufts Medical Center, MA 
;amily Medicine 
!irginia Jackson 
~aylor College of Medicine-
Iouston, TX 
•amity Medicine 
)ana Johns 
Jniversity of Utah Affiliated 
lospitals, UT 
:urgery, Preliminary· 
Jniversity of Utah Affiliated 
lospitals, UT 
'lastic Surgery 
:arah Johnson 
'homas Jefferson University 
lospital, PA 
:amily Medicine 
Internal Medicine 
Erin Jou 
Einstein/Montefiore Medical 
Center, NY 
Internal Medicine 
Trisha Juliano 
Vanderbilt University, TN 
Medicine-Chicago, IL 
Anesthesiology 
David Kalos 
Drexel Univ. ColL of Medicine/ 
Hahnemann Univ. Hosp., PA 
Internal Medicine 
Aditi Kamdar 
Baylor College of Medicine, TX 
Pediatrics 
Devin Kato Su Hee Kim 
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, CA University of Virginia, VA 
Emergency Medicine Internal Medicine 
Alexander Katz William Kim 
University of Michigan Hospitals- Caritas Camey Hospital, MA 
Ann Arbor, MI 
Internal Medicine 
Kristen Kelly 
gency 
Medicine 
Mark Kilgore 
University of Washington 
Affiliated Hospitals, WA 
Pathology 
John Kilpatrick 
Stony Brook Teaching Hospitals, 
NY 
Emergency Medicine 
Children ' s National Medical Center, 
DC 
Pediatrics 
Matthew Kohan 
Pitt County Memorial Hospital/ 
Brody Sch. of Med,, NC 
Surgery 
Jennifer Koterwas 
Crozer-Chester Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Temple University, PA 
Ophthalmology 
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Philip Krapchev Franklin Lee 
Lahey Clinic, MA University of Washington 
Medicine, Preliminary Affiliated Hospitals, WA 
Northwestern McGaw/NMHN A, IL Surgery, Preliminary 
Anesthesiology 
Steven Krawitz 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 1 
Internal Medicine 
fooja .L~s.hmin , '.1 1 stanrdPW1~Af'7~rsity 1~rola~'s; CA 
. \ . \ 
PsydiiatIY 
=~...,,. 
Romeo Wildon Laroya 
Western Pennsylvania Hospital, PA 
Transitional 
Geisinger Health System, PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Bryan LeBude 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Jhoan Ledesma 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
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University of Washington 
Affiliated Hospitals, WA 
Urology 
ir<;:,:1 !! II 
• I I 
Benjamin 
Temple Universit~ Hospital, PA 
Neurosurgery 
Suh Yueh Lim 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Esther Liu 
University of Rochester/Strong 
Memorial Hospital, NY 
Internal Medicine 
Ting Ting Liu 
UMDNJ-R. W. Johnson-
Camden, NJ 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, 
CT 
Ophthalmology 
Andrew Lloyd 
Albert Einstein Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Patricia Loftus 
Einstein/Montefiore Medical 
Center, NY 
qtolaryngoh;igy 
[ 
James Malatack 
Baylor College of Medicine-
Houston,111X 
Medicine-Pediatrics 
Dustin Manchester 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Nithya Mani 
California Pacific Medical Center, 
CA 
Internal Medicine 
Lauren May 
Temple University Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Jeanne Marie Mcfalls 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Pathology 
Kelly McGlaughlin 
Christiana Care, DE 
Family Medicine 
Kevin McHale 
Hospital of the University of 
-. .. sylvania P1 
~ I opaeqic~ 
Katherine McKee-Cole 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Otolaryngology 
Michelle McMaster-Moskow 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Anesthesiology 
E. Kyle Meehan 
University of California-San 
Francisco, CA 
Family Medicine 
Eve Merrill 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
[ntemal Medicine 
Erin Meschter 
Banner Good Samaritan Medical 
Center, AZ 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Deana Mikhalkova 
Mayo School of Graduate Medical 
\-iichael Mulock 
\JYP Hospital-Weill Cornell 
\-iedical Center, NY 
ntemal Medicine 
\-ielissa Nappi 
[homas Jefferson University 
:fospital, PA 
)sychiatry 
Swetha Naroji 
Maimonides Medical Center, NY 
Surgery 
Diane Nelson 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Psychiatry 
Sara Neves 
Griffin Hospital, CT 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Yale-New Haven Hospital, CT 
Anesthesiology 
Corinne O'Brien 
Christiana Care, DE 
Abington Memorial Hospital, PA 
Family Medicine 
Yinn Khum Ooi 
Children's National Medical 
Center, DC 
Pediatrics 
Alexandra Otto 
Virginia Commonwealth Univ. 
Health System, VA 
Emergency Medicine 
Alyson Quigley 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Linda Pang Glen Quigley 
Boston University Medical Center, Drexel Univ. Coll. of Medicine/ 
MA Hahnemann Univ. Hosp., PA 
Internal Medicine Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Frank Passero 
Scripps Mer 
Diego, CA 
Medicine-Pediatrics 
Christopher Plymire 
Jefferson Medical College/duPont 
Children's Hosp., PA 
Pediatrics 
Michael Quartuccio 
University of Maryland Medical 
.Center, MD 
Internal Medicine 
,HI 
al, PA 
Alicia Ringel 
Rhode Island Hospital/Brown 
University, RI 
Medicine-Primary Care 
Daniel Robins 
Atlanticare Regional Medical 
Center, NJ 
Internal Medicine 
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Nathan Roberts 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Urology 
Kenika Robinson 
David Schaevitz 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Laura Schoch 
University of Texas Medical 
School-Houston, TX 
Pediatrics 
Northwestern McGaw/NMHN A, IL Amber Schwed 
Internal Medicine Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Andrew Rosner Family Medicine 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Benjamin Rothschild 
Residency Deferred 
AbhikRoy 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Tamara Rubenzik 
University of California-San Diego 
Medical Center, CA 
Internal Medicine 
Elise Saddleton 
Alana Sagin 
Greater Lawrenc 
Center, MA 
Family Medicine 
Michael Savino 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
UPMC Medical Education Program, 
PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
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Laura Scorr 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Neurology 
Paurush Shah 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Michael Shoffeitt 
Tulane University School of 
Medicine, LA 
Internal Medicine 
Michael Silverberg 
Jackson Memorial Hospital, FL 
Psychiatry 
Linday Simon 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Pathology 
Michael Sindoni 
UMDNJ-R. W. Johnson-
Camden, NJ 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Lindsay Sobin 
SUNY Upstate Medical University, 
NY 
Otolaryngology 
Komal Soin 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Joshua Sommovilla 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital, MO 
Surgery 
Raashee Sood 
Mt. Sinai Hospital, NY 
Emergency Medicine 
Emily Souder 
St. Christopher 's Hospital, PA 
Pediatrics 
Good Samaritan Medical 
icine 
Williams Medical Center, RI 
edicine, Preliminary 
University of Michigan Hospitals-
Ann Arbor, MI 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Ikumi Suzuki 
University of Maryland Medical 
Center, MD 
Internal Medicine 
Renee Szumski 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Pathology 
Kathleen Tappen Baynes 
University of Rochester/Strong 
Memorial Hospital, NY 
Psychiatry 
Kimberly Tefft 
Resurrection Medical Center, IL 
Transitional 
Howard Teng 
St. Vincent's Medical Center, CT 
Transitional 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, MD 
Anesthesiology 
Teemu Tha 
St. Luke's Hospital-Bethlehem, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Adam Thode 
Washington Hospital Center, DC 
Medcine, Preliminary 
State University of New York-
Downstate, NY 
Ophthalmology 
Adrienne Thompson 
University of Wisconsin Hospital 
and Clinics, WA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Jennifer Thuener 
Abington Memorial Hospital, PA 
Family Medicine 
Charlene Tran 
Crozer-Chester Medical Center, PA 
Family Medicine 
Rachel Trappler 
Drexel Univ. Coll. of Medicine/ 
Hahnemann Univ. Hosp., PA 
Pathology 
Ben Tseng 
Rush University Medical Center, IL 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, CA 
Neurology 
Kevin Turner 
NYP Hospital-Weill Cornell 
Medical Center, NY 
Pathology 
Richard Uluski 
University of Connecticut Health 
Center, CT 
Pediatrics 
Michael Utz 
University of Rochester/Strong 
Memorial Hospital, NY 
Medicine, Preliminary 
University of Rochester/Strong 
Memorial Hospital, NY 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Joseph Valdez 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Family Medicine 
Kathryn Van Abel 
Mayo Schootof Qraduate Medical 
Education, MN 
Otolaryngology 
Ryan)'an!f ?~ I . . 
Dart · th-Hitchco.c]\ Medical 
Cen° NH [ ..-'' 
edidne 
~ - ~ 
Sophia van Hoff 
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical 
Center, NH 
Anesthesiology 
Leigh Van Vranken 
Loma Linda Univeri itx, CA 
' ''><1i(?iJ;1 
Internal Medicine 
Pramod Vangeti 
Christiana Care, DE 
# 
Emergency:Mediciqe 
. 
Irbert Vega 
Lancaster General Hospital, PA 
Family Medicine 
Kateki Vinod 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
New York Eye & Ear Infirmary, NY 
Ophthalmology 
An Vo Justin Wei 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA Abington Memorial Hospital, PA 
Medicipe, Breliminary 
:1,,:<i1i1j£ :::<:::mi) New·· .YorfM~dical Center-~ t 
Brooklyn & Queens, NY 
OpPthalrnolbgy 
' i 
Elliot Wakeam 
University of Toronto, ONT 
Surgery 
Lot\ \;)' al~~ homas·1~effe ~yersity 
!F""IJ, Y 1.f I 
osp1ta:l, BA 
h '"" "" 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Ryan Walker 
,.university of Rochester/Strong 
''•,' ! ~ 
}'Iemorial Hospital, NY 
bfoiaryngology 
Walsh 
Temple University Hospital, PA 
Psychiatry 
L al, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
1 Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Dermatology 
Zachary Weber 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital, CA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Frances Mae West 
NYP Hospital-Weill Cornell 
Medical Center, NY 
Internal Medicine 
Alicia Wiczulis 
Tulane University School of 
Medicine, LA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Alison Witkin 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Mona Y ezdani 
George Washington University, DC 
Surgery, Preliminary 
George Washington University, DC 
Urology 
Jon Zhou 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Anesthesiology 
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Congratulations to the Class of 2010. It has been an amazing four 
years and I am so grateful to have been a part of this phenomenal 
class. Best of luck in all that you do in the future. 
"When you consider what those of us here have been given--in 
talent, privilege, and opportunity--there is almost no limit to what 
the world has a right to expect from us. I hope you will judge 
yourselves not on your professional accomplishments alone, but also 
on how well you have addressed the world's deepest inequities ... on 
how well you treated people in a world away who have nothing in 
common with you but their humanity. Be activists. Take on the big 
inequities. Reducing inequity is the highest human achievement. It 
will be one of the great experiences of your lives." -Bill Gates 
Tha"k y"u cf ass "i 2010 i"r the Y""d ti"'es 
a"d u"i"ryettabte "'e"'"ries ... 
I want to thank all of you for four memorable and fun years. A special shout out to my boys 
DeGroat. Feduska. B Moore, Dave Reisner, Mod. Old Man Hanley. and Savino. I never thought 
I would find such 5reat friends and drinkin5 buddies in med school, but you proved me 
wrons time and time asain. Always remember: RULES ARE RULES and IT'S FUN TO DO BAD 
THINGS. I wish everyone the best of luck in residency and in your future careers. Keep your 
Jefferson pride and show the world what Jeff is all about. Work hard ... play harder. Good 
Residency Pearls 
1. If a 1st year med student asks you if there is 
anythins to do ... asks them if they are lost. 
2. If a 2nd year med student asks you if there is 
anythins to do ... ask them why they are in the 
hospital and what it's like beins a 5unner. 
3. If a 3rd year med student asks you if there is 
anythins to do ... NEVER say. "Oh. you can 50 read 
until somethins comes up.'' DON'T BE THAT GUY. 
4. If a 4th year med student asks you if there is 
anythins to do in the months of November thru May. 
shame on you for not sendins them home already. 
)( 
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Class of 2010, I must start off by saying congratulations. Congratulations on slaving through the first two years to 
survive rotations to make it to this day. I am honored to be part of your class and to have been able to put 
together a detailed yearbook chronicling our four years at Jefferson . All the annoying, persisting, never-ending 
emails I sent in the fall and winter have allowed us to compile a fantastic collection of memories. 
There are many, many people to thank. I could not have even begun to work on this book without the guidance 
and support of the Office of Student Affairs, particularly Dr. Charlie Pohl and Susanne Friedman. This project 
would have crumbled without Susanne. Huge thanks to her for her relentless organization and constant 
communication. I must also thank the people at Herff Jones for helping us put this together, particularly Brian 
Regenye for guiding us and repeatedly allowing us to extend our publishing deadlines. 
Of course, I am forever grateful to the Yearbook Staff. There is absolutely no way I could have done this job alone and these people 
worked incredibly hard right up until our last publishing deadline, which just so happened to be right after Match Day. The last thing a 
couple of recently-Matched fourth year students want to do is work on yearbook pages, but these guys really stepped up and we turned out 
our book on time and with style. Kyle Meehan never slowed down and repeatedly took on additional projects. Her creativity, originality, 
and compassion were poured into this book. And trust me, if you need something done around this campus, you want Kyle on your side. 
She knows everyone. Komal Soin's photography skills and spatial reasoning are abilities which I have never possessed and I'm incredibly 
thankful and grateful to have had her on board. She designed 95% of the color pages at the beginning of the book and created every collage 
you see. And what can I say about Sean Devitt? Well, without him, this book might not have been published until July. Sean spearheaded 
and put together all the superlatives, which I think are the best categories ever invented. He also chugged through the Match Day pages 
right up until our deadline. Sean's flair for the comedic makes this book particularly unique. I also owe a huge thank you to Doug Corwin 
for doing the bulk of our fundraising to ensure that YOUR yearbooks remain FREE for all students. We realize that the best way to make 
this book (or anything) available is to make it free. Doug's persistence, while possibly annoying to faculty and staff, has allowed us to reach 
our goal. This project was massive and lengthy, but, with a combined effort, it was incredibly successful and fun. 
There are many other people who helped make this book possible. Erin Meschter and Kristen Reese stepped in to help with some pages 
when Kyle was in New Mexico on an Indian Reservation with no internet and Komal was in Ecuador. Thank you to every student who sent 
in group pictures and, in particular, the numerous individuals who provided tons of requested pictures (Trisha Juliano, Corinne O'Brien, 
Michael Quartuccio, Julie Herman, and Alex Otto). I'd also like to thank the dozens of supporters around campus, the faculty, the 
departments, alumni, and parents for your contributions. 
Most of all, thank you to my classmates. This book is truly our book, composed of four years of hard work and deserved celebration. As 
we enter this most distinct profession, remember those who stood beside you on that first day of Anatomy in JAH 533, listened with you in 
)( 
+ 
Connelly as we heard pleural friction rubs, prayed for you the first time you sutured semi-correctly on Surgery, 
and nervously paced around you as you waited to be handed that envelope on 
March 18th, 2010. These are your colleagues, your friends, your team members, 
your friendly competitors. And now, they are your fellow physicians. 
CONGRATULATIONS, DOCTORS! 
Kelly McGlaughlin 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Dr. Michael Mastrangelo 
Jeanne Mcfalls and family 
J er~me Okenaku 
200 Joe Zhou, MD 
Friends of the Clinic 
Vincent T. Armenti, MD, PhD 
Rod and Susan Davis 
Patricia Dove and Jam es ,Beahm 
ff 
Samia and Christine Farah 
Bonnie Hahn 
Gary Ho and Ann P. Ma""' 
Eleanor Scott Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Miller 
C. Raymond Olson 
Lalit and Shakun Shah 
. T. Sivendran, MD 
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THE DEAN AND FACULTY OF 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
ARE PROUD TO SALUTE 
OUR GRADUATES 
THE CLASS OF 2010 
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JEFFERSON 
UNIVERSITY 
PHYSICIANS 
THE FACULTY PRACTICE PLAN 
OF 
JEFFEERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
CONGRATULATES 
THE 
JMC 
GRADUATING 
CLASS OF 2010 
CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 2010! 
WE ARE PROUD OF YOU; WE KNOW YOU HAVE THE 
SKILLS TO BE GREAT PHYSICIANS. 
DALE BERG, MD 
KATHERINE BERG, MD 
JOSEPH F. MAJDAN, MD 
SALVATORE MANGIONE, MD 
CAROL A. TRENT 
THE UNIVERSITY CLINICAL SKILLS AND SIMULATION CENTER STAFF 
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C"nyratulati"ns t" J'rances West, ])Quylas C"rwin, 
Alis"" Witkin, Tyler Grenda and the Class "i 2010 
l>rs. Abrahant and 'Rattner 
and the Curriculunt CQntntittee 
To fbe 
C Classmmw 
f.gor obvious ~e'asons) 
The past four ye9~s have 
been a pledsure. 
Good Luck in your Careers. 
Jay H. Herman, MD 
fonarotulotions to tlie 
floss of 20101 
§reeorJJ f. Kane, MD and tlie 
lducational Proerams staff, 
Department of Medidne 
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3Jcff crsnu :!lchical illnllcgc 
Alumni Association 
This certifies that the @lass of 2 0 I 0, 
having been g1faduated at ] efferson 
medical @allege in 20 I 0, is a Life 
member of the Association. 
THE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION OF 
JEFFERSON 
MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 
Congratulations and Welcome 
to the Newest Members 
of the Alumni Association 
Founded in 1870 by 
Samuel D. Gross, MD (JMC, 1828) 
1020 Locust Street, M-41 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
215.955.7750 
Fax: 215.923.9916 
• Medical Reference 
·Text & Review Books 
·Medical Supplies 
·Uniforms & Lab Coats 
·Anatomical Models 
· Jefferson Clothing 
·School & Office Suppli 
·Software & PDAs 
·Computer Supplies 
·Gift Items 
·Recognition Gifts 
· Graduation Gifts 
·Greeting Cards 
· Gift Certificates 
Jefferson® 
Redefining Healthcare Education 
THOMAS JEFFFRSON UNIVERSITY 
Medical and Health 
Science Bookstore 
1009 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
215-955-7922 • Fax: 215-923-1844 
Toll Free: 1-888-TJU-BOOK 
www.jefferson.edu/bookstore 
Best of luck in your future 
to the Class of 2010 
From the 
Office of Student Affairs and Career Counseling 
We wish you continued success 
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@o.n.1f ratulatio.n.s to. thB 
JCWt@ @lass o.f 2010! 
-------=:::-::a--•----------------
lfresident ~archi 
and Seninr ®££icers 
Since e Heartfelt Wishes 
!'or . 
Succ~ss a:q.d Happiness 
~ ·· 'K< 
lass '~of.ii,3 ,o 
From 
The rLillian H. Brent Dean of Students and Admissions 
Dr. Elizabeth Y. Brooks 
Director of Admissions 
And 
The Staff of the Office of Admissions 
Jefferson Medical College 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2010! 
from 
Stephen C. Peiper. M.D. 
and 
the Department of Pathology. 
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS! 
CLASS of 2010 
DIVISION of ANATOMY 
210 
CoYJ_Jratufations to the Melicaf Coff B_Je Cfass of 2.0fO 
Jeff ersonTM 
Kimmel Cancer Center 
~rom the ~acuf'J anl Staff of the 
1<immef Cancer Center at 9ef{erson 
1?.Jcharl f.j. Pesteff M.1J., Ph.1J. 
1Jirecfor 
The 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
congratulates you on your M.D. degree 
and wishes you a future with perfect DNA repair, 
little need for NFKB-induced transcription, 
no acquired cytogenetic abnormalities, 
the most desirable protein quality control, 
perfect removal of reactive oxygen species, 
no ~-sheet mediated formation of amyloid, 
always the right amount of carbohydrates, protein, and fat, 
rarely a negative nitrogen balance, 
a consistently high P / 0 ratio, 
the serum lipid profile of a baby, 
the correct oncotic pressure, 
fast nerve conduction, 
potent ~-cells, 
as well as lots of luck and personal fulfillment. 
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The Department 
of 
Family and Community Medicine 
congratulates 
Jefferson Medical College 
Class of 20 I 0 
7tttm tho 7acultf and 9taff ttf tho 
Dopattmont ttf Emot9onc'I Modicino 
Cttn9tatulatittnJ ttt tho 
JoffotJttn Modical Cttllo90 ClaJJ ttf 2010 
</ttttd Luck and BoJt WiJhoJ! 
tf)~tJ~4TIJUTlf)N~ 
tL\~§ ()f ~()1~ 
Good Luck and Best Wishes! 
From the Faculty and Staff 
()epartnJent ()f Vedlatr-lcs 
Jay S. Greenspan, MD, MBA 
Chairman 
To 'Ifie Cfass of 2010 -
CongratuCations aw£ 'Best Wis fies To 
Some Jfigfi Projife 
awf'Very 'Brainy Peoyfe 
from tlie f acufty anc( staff of tlie 
'Deyartment of 'Radlo{ogy of 
Jefferson :M.eaica{ Co{fege 
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CoN~IATUlATmONI To TH~ ClAll Of? 10~0 
f?IOM THI f ACUl T'f AND ~TAf?f? Of? THI 
Dm'A~1'MIH1' Of ~IHA~mlm1'A1'mou M1®>memu1 
,Alli~llt\!lllli OPPH~I 
~I IOIMJlliOO 'TOO llli0 
~IDls,llsID~OO 
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~OHM l® M1lvmN@ M®> 
CHAml AND MmeHml f})[IOf?lllOI 
ROTHMAN 
INSTITUTE 
1-800-321-9999 I www.Rothmanlnstitute.com 
Congratulations 
to 
The Class of 2070 
from 
the Faculty and Staff 
of the 
Department of Medicine 
Best Wishes for Continued 
Success 
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BEST WISHES TO THE JEFFERSON 
MEDICAL COLLEGE CLASS OF 2010 
F acuity and Staff of the 
Department of Otolaryngology-
Head and Neck Surgery 
William Keane, MD. 
Professor and Chairman 
03"&) 
THE DEPARTMENT OF CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY 
WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND I 
I 
I 
'Tije Faculty and Staff 
of tlje 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 
CLASS OF 2010 
AND BEST WISHES FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL FUTURE. 
SINCERELY, 
James Diehl, MD Hitoshi Hirose, MD 
Linda Bogar, MD Scott Silvestry, MD 
Nathaniel Evans, MD Benny Weksler, MD 
Michal Haddad, MD Benjamin Youdelman, MD 
I 
I I ~
r>epaPtment of 
]Vliero1'iology 
and Immunology 
I I 
I I 
Congratulates 
tl)e Glass of 20 1 O! 
'Tim b. JVIanseP, F>l)1' 
F>limpton-F>ugl) F>rofessoP and I I 
GljaiP It.===~--- I 
· LATIONS 
' 
;.DIVIS I 
T AJ 
RY 
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The Chairtnan,.and 
D.eparttnent of Neiiro 
Would like to congratulate the 
Jefferson Medical College 
Class of 2010 
The aim of education should be to teach us rather how to 
think, than what to think - rather to improve our minds, 
so as to enable us to think for ourselves, than to load the 
memory with thoughts of other men. 
Robert H. Rosenwasser, MD, FACS, FAHA 
Professor and Chairman 
Department of Neurological Surgery 
Jack Jallo, MD, FACS 
John K. Ratliff, MD, FACS 
L. Fernando Gonzalez, MD 
James S. Harrop, MD, FACS 
Ashwini D. Sharan, MD 
Jon Glass, MD Pascal Jabbour, MD 
David W. Andrews, MD, FACS Ciro G. Randazzo, MD, MPH 
James J. Evans, MD 
Stavropoula Tjoumakaris, MD 
Srinivas K. Prasad, MD 
- Bill Beattie 
The Faculty and Staff of the 
Department of 
Medical Oncology 
Congratulate and Off er 
Our best wishes to the 
Class of 2010 
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TO THE CLASS OF 2010 
.g::T'QH{. t-h 
MEDICAL STAFF OF 
WILLS EYE INSTITUTE 
Congratulations to the Class of 2010 
from the 
Department of Neurology 
On BehaU of the Fa~ulty and Staff 
of the 
Department of Psy~hiatry and 
Duman Behavior 
We hope you enjoy your ~areers 
as physi~ians as Dl.u~h as we have 
enjoyed tea~hing and learning 
with you. 
Mi~hael J. Vergare'!l MD 
The Daniel LieherDl.an Professor 
and ChairD1.an 
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~·~~~. ~~li.Wi:'i:i tiili. .• 11 
M .<l• ~~'il<lJili·Mi~ • 
4ii~JF. 'Ctl.. <ar•itt.lfl. 
t~n~1*41K~'Ctl-~• 
···--~j~~F ~·'iliJit~ 7WMtM. 
1~ .. -~.~~ 
<l.n)•·••••~~<lffii~• 
<1i:ilWfl1tii ~~1 (jD <8 jftllft 
"l"S'tiWut.,. ~-.!h.~. ~r,w;a .. r~il. 1:1.n .A i u:i"-:i.hce,. ~;;;g1 ~]Ml~ -'fl,.~! "'~-- """ ~'t: 
~~·mrJl:~,•·'i<l~:! ~~~~ 
"·~' · <ll).t~. 
FROM ACADEMICS 
TO ATHLETICS YOU 
HA VE MASTERED 
THE ART YET IT IS 
LOYALTY TO 
FRIENDS THAT SETS 
YOU APART. 
CONGRATULATIONS, 
KIMBERLY TEFFT! 
LOVE, 
MOTHER AND DAD 
Dr. Uluski, 
Through your determination and 
commitment, you have reached 
your dream! 
Revel in the moment, you deserve it! 
Wishing you continued success! 
Love, Mom, Dad, and Aimee 
Congratulations, 
Dr. Amanda M. Celii, on becoming a 
Medical Doctor and reaching your goal. 
Primum non nocere. 
Love, 
Dad and Erin 
a 8· fJtt,~: 
+"; 
'n!' 
'hs 
#'cftow fo'C. IJ.OU ao i.n. life depen<h 
011 1ou'r. 11'hei.n.a tende'r. with. t 
IJ.0Uf18-,,+ C0m.p~!iiOf1ate With. wE th.e 
aaed, jm.path.etic with. th.ewnt;tiivi.n.a, 
and tole't.ant of th.e weal< and th.e 
!it't.011a. cflecaU!ie !iowf.~dOf!. i.n. li.fo.,11 
IJ.OU will Ii.ave heen all of th.e!ie. " 
-#eo'C,i';, cw ~h.i.n.ato11 ea'tve't. 
~J " ~;. ,, 
df.0-1J.1J.OU Ii.ave th.e wi!idom, peace, 
and love to t't.avel fo1t. 
' 
. 
,. ......... 
""' i .. ..,,. 
Dear Sam, 
We are so proud of you - of the caring man you 
have become and of the healing professional 
that you will be. As you officially become a 
medical doctor, we know that you will bring 
your intelligence, curiosity, and compassion to 
each patient that you work with. They will be 
able to appreciate you as much as we do. All 
our love and best wishes-you know we will 
always be there for you. 
Mom and Dad 
: ...................................... . 
• 
: 5ARAH7 WHEN YOU WERE 2 YEARS OLD 7 YOU : 
• • 
: DREAMED OF BEING A DOCTOR. YOU • 
• 
• • 
• WORKED HARD AND NOW YOUR DREAM HAS • • • 
• • 
• COME TRUE . YOUR MOTHER WOULD BE • 
• • 
• • 
• VERY PROUD . WE ALWAYS BELIEVED YOU • 
• • 
• • 
• WOULD BE THE BEST . • 
• • • LOVE YOUJ • • • 
• • 
• DAD 1 TERRY, AND JosH • • • 
• • 
.,. ......................................• 
You've been preparing for 
this for years! 
Congratulations to Alison 
and the class of 2010! 
Love1 Mom and Dad 
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...... , - '• - '4 ....... I ( I • I ~( I 4' ,. ( ,..,. • I ( I I ( ' I ' 
.... _. ,. , ·- -- .... . "" 
. -- ~ • .-. r" • , .,_ - "' I ,._. 
'~ ConarMulMions 
f 
,,f -0 
Adnaan and his 
classmMes. 
Ji?frJ, 1111ii~· ll~iif ~ift~li.~· 
\;;~~~1•., .,~~~ ~R~~,~'(Jlu11W};.:; .. 
~ ~:i»iiif 
. .... 
-
l -~Dr. and Mrs. Noin, 
- -Danyaal Noin, and 
• 1 Zuhaltoin 
' 
etir ~ en 
2':( ' 
h1iv~. come a long 
aybaby. 
,t~41:f e ould po( be 
r 
prouder of your 
.,;z. j · 
· spectacularr 
achievement~. 
'¥'.~~ 
..i:r£ov )::r ' 
, Dad, Michael, 
N~ri raham, and 
·'"·"· Samantha 
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'""yratuf ati""s, 
J>r. Ke\'i" Mcf.lafe! 
May G"d be with Y"" as Y"" 
MQ\'e "" '" reside"cy. 
We are \'ery pr"ud "' Y""' S""' 
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JlIJJLJIA,, 
YOlU'VIE WORKED 
§C[]) JH1AJR.ID>. YOU'VE 
REACHED YOUR 
GOAL. WE ARE §0 
PROUD OF Youi 
L(Q)VJE ANID> 
BJLE§§XNG§ 
ALWAY§9 MOM9 
DAID>9 J«J>HN9 
AND CJ 
G«1H•Jra1,1la,ien1, 
Iran••• na, lll••U 
Q1r ""' •e1,er in 
'h' ia11H9. 
Gee• 1111\ in 9e1r 1ar.•r, . 
liev,, 
aa•, nem, Chali•, an• Hill• 
Congratulations1 ]onathan1 on your achievement in fulft'lling your 
dreams of becoming a doctor. Your wonderful success is due to 
your sensitivity1 compassion and knowledge of medicine. You were 
not deterred by the separation from your family nor the very cold 
but beautiful winters at school1 missing the fun and sunshine at 
home. The ft'nancial and academic commitments did not hinder 
you from becoming a doctor. You married a wonderful woman1 
made new friends and enjoyed many intramural sports. We are 
so overwhelmingly proud of you and are honored to call you 
Doctor Jonathan Thomas DeGroat 
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On the Road Less Traveled .. . 
At the end of this long road take a moment to look back proudly at 
how far you have traveled, embrace the ones who celebrate your 
arrival, and as you choose the road to follow on your new journey, 
remember to pack the cookies. 
·~~~~·~··:~~·~ .. ~~~ ·~~·~~ ·~~·~~··;~~/ . .. u ........ ~~··~:·~·l1~.i~·=·i·c·~~l·1: ... .......... .. 
Hear when the weary call. ! With Love and Pride, 
These are the Right Things. Mom and Dad 
Dear lWt y:ra, 
@n.nl}ratulatin.ns! 
me are prn.ud n.£ y:n.u. 
Ln.ve, 
lWtn.m and ll§lad 
''1 ''11'••. ·. ~,,, 
· ll=i-t1FJR, Yo~rrPARENTtAND BROTHER ~ARE 
VERv.'·i,RQUD OF,~YOU.1••1Yqu'[woRKED VE.R! HARD, "; 
j ; ,f+i! 
PERjEV~,RE ~, AND WERE .DETERMINED TO MAKE 
vo,ug,,,DRE~M A REA.LITY. CoN,RA TULATIONs, 
, ''1l•1s·PR. Ji~t!J,lER MARIE KoTERWAS! 
W~:.LOVE vou.,,~oM; DAD·, AND MATTHEW 
\iY ~t:'0i ·>'+' 
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,fi""""'- ~.i .... ~.i .... ~.i .... ~.i .... ~.i .... ~.i .... ~.i~ ~ Austin, ; 
~ We are all so proud of your ~ ~ accomplishments! Wishing you f 
~ the greatest success in all of ~ 
~ your endeavors. , 
~ With love, Your Family ~ 
~,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,~ 
Congratulations, Tammy! 
Wishing you every 
success and happiness. 
Love, 
Trachtenberg-Rubenzik 
families 
Dear ~teven. 
eongratulations on your accomplishment. We love you very much! 
mom. Dad. and Hrian 
6i\7e u mun u fish und you feed him for u duy. 'feuch u mun to fish und you feed him for u liietime. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
EMILY ANN DUNN, MD 
You FINALLY DID IT. WE ARE so PROUD OF YOU. THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR 
YOU. WITH ALL THAT LEARNING, TRAINING AND HARD WORK WE KNOW YOU WILL 
MAKE A GOOD DOCTOR. You NOW HAVE TO COMMIT YOURSELF TO THE PURSUIT 
OF HAPPINESS-TO THE PRACTICE OF TOLERANCE AND COMPASSION. WITH THIS 
ROLE COMES RESPECT, PRESTIGE AND THE AUTHORITY TO MAKE CHANGES IN 
PEOPLES' LIVES. WE KNOW YOU CAN DO IT AND WISH YOU THE VERY BEST IN ALL 
YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVOURS. 
WE LOVE YOU. 
MoM, DAD, TRICIA AND GRANDMA IRENE DuNN 
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Congratulations, Deana! 
We are all very proud of all the hard work and 
commitment you have made to get to this day. 
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We congratulate you on your graduation and 
wish you great success in your career. 
All our love, 
Mom, Dad, Laura, and Paul 
JanatJ'C, 
A/ow 'Joa a'Cfl 'Cflarl'f to 
'~;rifl 9lan t~. " 
f!on9'Cata!atlon~ to 'Joa and 
thfl fj.Aft! c!a~~ og 2010 on 
'fOa'C ganta~tlc 
accompfl~hmflnt I 
• 
• I 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
\ 
CONG RATUlATRONS ON co MlPllETRNG DUAl 
DJEGRJEJES =MD? JPJHIDO You JHIAVJE BJEJEN ON 
AN AMAZRN G JOURNlEYo RlEMlEMBlER? TlHIRS 
rrs JUST A BlEGRNNRNGo CoNTRNUlE TO BlE AN 
0 RR Grr NA lo 
DAD? MOM? BROTlHilERS? AND TlHilE lENTRRlE 
TURNJER lFAMRl y 
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C O NGRATULATION§9 
:M:IKE! 
'7V"E LOVE YOU@ 
:M:OM9 DAD9 BRIAN9 
ANDJA§ON 
Laura and Andrew: 
CONGRATULATIONS 
You Two on an amazing 
job well done! We 
cannot begin to express 
how proud and happy 
we are that you have 
worked so hard to make 
this dream of a lifetime 
come true! This is an 
awesome milestone, not only for both of 
you but for all of us .. . the ones who love 
and support you always! May you 
continue to follow your dreams and 
become the physicians you were meant 
to be! 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Al, Andi and Scott 
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Dr. Sean Michael Devitt, 
All your hard work has paid 
off! We are so proud of you! 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, 
Tony, Nicole, 
Mac, Maria, 
and Mackenzie 
11l"c.lu4'e y•ur ~efS '" t"e c.•u"tr 
Love, SAOTCJ 
~~·~<tjj·~ 
llt-Cfir~, -~ 
Ut<i\tftilt U llfifi-. 
. "*8Clr~Wr'ttf,__ 
l~~Wr't~ 
~-f• IL~* rwillh, llifi~ ,tJ~15 
T ~I w~ fJMJ Jo VPJr.g p1Wud of 
!J oul A fl !J ora luPuJ, wolf& /ta{ 
fiHDltg pa.U off! r'UJ~ ~I 
uJil Mw OJ<.d alwagl w~ wuft 
!JOfh fi~J VPJr.g h~tf 
CoKgtawfatlo«Jf 
lov~, Mo~, Drut, wAfa«a 
--ffda 
Erin , 
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Have you thoupht -
Only the shedding of Jesus' blood1, 
Turned the cross from a cursed symbol to a real blessing2; 
Only the offering of Jesus' body3, 
Changed the snake upon a pole from a healing logo 
into a true meaning4• 
Have you realized -
The sick need a doctor5; 
The sinner needs the Savior6• 
One can live without a doctor7, 
But never without the Savior8• 
Have you determined -
Be the light and the salt 
In front of the world. 
Be a good doctor1° 
In the sight of the LORD11• 
- To our dearest daughter & sister Xiang yu (Esther) 
On the graduation of medical school 
1 Colossians 1 :20 
2 Galatians 3: 13 
3 Hebrews 10: 10 
4 Numbers 21:9, John 3:14-15 
5 Matthew 9:12b 
6 lJohn 4:10, 14 
With love, 
Ba, Ma & Xiang guang 
May 2010 
7 Matthew 9:12a 
8 John 3:16, 36 
9 Matthew 5:13-14 
1° Colossians 4:14 
11 James 4:10, lJohn 3:22 
• Congratulations, Lauren! • 
We are so very proud of you, not only 
for this tremendous accomplishment, 
but also for your underlying values 
and ethics that make you the person 
that you are. Your perseverance 
through all the trials and tribulations 
of the past four years is admired by 
the whole family. We are confident 
that you are going to be a topnotch 
orthopedic surgeon, so please hurry 
up; there is already a queue of family 
members and friends in need of your 
services! 
Love, 
Mom and Dad, Eric, Greg & Melissa 
• • 
~ongratuLq1ior:is, The~u.1 '«.e are s9 very proudiot you ! 
l j, fe,els 1, l i~~11i J 111t~t'm Y*~ste,rRi:tx~ "'J,.e,. caJiri~~m YijRl,111 ~qr;ne,, 9r.1 a , 3Q . 
[jlpur1, t~oi!J 1i. riG;j~·" a~ ij q11 3,Qj,gjly1, olc;J 1, lp9J1~y~, a.1rd1 h~(e,, y~ou q~e,,. 
now, all grown-up ipto a very1 handsorr;ie, and. 
accomRlLs~e,d young1 mon, hayjlf)g travel~S)0 more 
cour;itries1ttiil0!jl q pypoe, iQ ou r,~far;nijy~ 
P.re,~School, and~ ~iQo~rg9f!ten V:{i1!ifl that · g.~e,9!"' sr;nile 
pqsted a~JOSS your fa~e, anc;l1 hfire you aj.e,,. nowt 
~ipduaho~ one of th~ most chalj~r;;iging progJ,p r;ns iQ 
r;n~p~qir;;i~Jw ltmf e,,e,.l§+ li~e,1rJ~~!11Y~ .ste,,[,QQ;Yif YPl!!JV:i·e,i~e,¥~!~ij!i~iQ~~ 
rµ r;;i9 iriQ1~ our, ~.~9~~. tfYjG~.; t9,, ~te,o~ OV:{!f . 
rur,:ining/e,.i~.fr,d, and here, .. you are all mow.J!)iVUR and 
strong, paj"i~i~atiQg iin C;.t;lSitY l OK 
Tpc;lpy~ "'J,.~1~1ri9kz~ thp.!~ y19w Q~e 
fopny;I attE~CtlOr:l<::i:tve 1!i. '-Atil"''~ 
sp much hp~piness q51~Jpy into liv,.es. As Y.P.w. move 
i@to this ne,~ a51d~e~cit).Q~jstagefiQYPb!Ji llfe, ~o"'J,..tl;\atwe 
q~e,111.0.l~o.¥~j>:w~e,~,e, 1 tq11 I PiY1~~olil~.~s"yfifiPf!mYPlnt~ 
CONGRATULATIONS 
SARAH RACSA, M .D. 
WE APPLAUD YOUR HARD WORK, DEDICATIO N AND P ERSEVERANCE 
OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS. WE ARE ALL SO BLESSED TO HAVE 
YOU IN OUR LIVES AS OUR DAUGHTER, SIST ER, WIFE AND MOTHER. 
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOUR A CCOMPL ISHMENTS. 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAN, AMANDA, EMMA, PHIL, NELU AND LOU ISA 
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Happiness, Success, and Prosperity! 
'D d 
Congratulations on your striking achievements! 
Ott this memq;rable twent:y~fourth""~ay of MaY:J>: :: 
Numerous are good wishes and great compliments. 
Gradually, you have set your goals and found your way. 
Resolve, dete~piination you must .acknowle~g~. 
Apply your skills with c6~passion and hone1S1tJl 
True confidence is based on training and knowledge. 
Understand illnesses and apply remedy! 
Let1nbt the difficulties trip you up 
A learning experience you can always widen. 
Train, work qard and your reward will be beyond price. 
~9<;~.tai~fig ivay utµr~i.lipgqt~µ! 
One ne;er pu~'l6 the pr fknowsvery llttle. 
Never lord it over the sick and the needy! 
St e. to be y wle~g<; 
Entrust your 
yo 
The day you were born, the student nurses came Christmas carolin9 
throu9h the halls of the hospital. When they stopped in the room 
and saw us, they be9an sin9in9, "What Child Is This?" and I be9an 
to cry. Today, there are tears once a9ain of immeasurable joy! You 
are God's child first and always. You are our beloved dau9hter IT SEEMS AS THOUGH YQU:.R 
;·iiihHiiiH'"'';,jwiJi;;; 
and sister, and now wife to Thomas. You are 
a youn9 woman with a perseverin9 spirit and 
amazin9 compassion. Those qualities will 
serve you and your patients well. What child is 
this? It's our Sarah ... Dr. Sarah, in whom we are 
incredibly proud! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Laura, Mike and Tom 
Abhik, You started medical school as 
an intellectually curious student; 
today, you have graduated as a 
confident young doctor. You certainly 
have a promising future in medicine, 
and we are all proud of this. What 
gives us greater pride, however, is 
that you have grown to be such a 
caring brother, a loving son, and most 
importantly, a good man. 
Congratulations, and best of luck on 
the road ahead . Mom, Dad, and Ayan 
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WHITE COAT CEREMONY 
WAS JUST YESTERDAY! 
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU 
AND YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS, 
AND·~WE LOOK FORWARD TO ALL 
·>····w••· TMAT THE FUTURE HOLDS IN 
STORE FOR YOU. 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAD, MATT, AND ANA 
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Geoff-
What a wonderful day! 
We are so proud of you! 
Mom1 Mike1 
and Janine 
With tremendous pride, 
I congratulate 
Dr. Geoffrey Gaunay! 
Love you, 
Mom-Mom 
lrbert, In 1982, a four year old boy told his parents 
he wanted to be a doctor when he grew older. Even 
though it seemed impossible, twenty-eight years later, 
that big dream has come true. Today, we celebrate 
and give glory to our Lord Jesus Christ for giving the 
desire of the heart to our dreamer who didn't want 
anybody to wake him up. Irbert, you are a blessing to 
our family. Congratulations! 
We love you with all our hearts, 
Alberto, Irma, Isaac, and Joel 
•  
• t 
I 
I 
' 
• i 
• • 
• 
• I 
' 
I 
• i 
~~ lpve ~ou,; ~§cl ar~ ~tt!iX irri04aJ Qft you. 
Ji9~~, , 
~t>mr IDad~ IK,er~!iX ' <Lrraiiw 
" ;M, . mm :r;;: •k 1' - , , 1¥ Jm;~* · ,t74 41-1401'- ~L~ 
M'il~~, l{ate, aviaJ JVµblivi1 
Andrew, 
Pinecones to Stethoscopes ... Boy 
how time flies! 
Best of everything as you start this 
exciting new chapter in Hfe. 
We love you and are proud of you. 
Your family: Dan, Mom, Mariana, 
Johan, Roman, Lola, Kevin, Laura, 
Patrick, Granna and the cats. 
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DEAR DANIEL, 
NO WORDS COULD EVER EXPRESS HOW PROUD WE ARE OF YOU AND 
ALL YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED IN YOUR LIFE SO FAR. MORE 
IMPORTANTLY, W:E ARE .. pR OUDOFirtfIE MAN Y . 1·"'1.-.filz~ BEGOME; 
ILE " 
UTESTHAT 
;LAS WELL AS 
COMPASSIONATE~ KINB·~ RESPECTFUJ? AND A 
MAINTAINING A .G&EAT ''SENSE MOR•.;.:m i 
WILL SERVE YOUNELLINY RO 
YOUR PERSONAL L 
WE WILL ALWAYS BE 0 
MOVE THROUGH YOUR 
ALWAYS BE AS PROUD 
CONGRATULATIONS, 
LOVE, 
MOM&POP 
NT, WE CANNOT 
GS THAT LIFE HAS 
Congratulations, Elizaootl)! 
We are all so proud of you and your many 
talents and gifts: your courage and strengtl), your 
generous spirit, your faitlj and wisdom. You ljave 
always Eieen a selfless team player witlj your 
family and friends, on tlje court, in tlje classroom., 
and in your worR. Your future patients are 
fortunate to ljave suclj a competent and earing 
pljysician. "rlon't let go of tlje rope" in all tlje areas 
of your life, and may God continue to Bless you 
dear daugljter, sister, and aunt. 
JVIom and f>ad 
r>avid and Jeanne 
and r>avy 
Bryan and Amoor 
hove, 
F>at and Silvia and 
bueas and Ana 
Jol)n and Swan 
Amanda 
.i\.licia, 
Y c,11 <li<I it! 
(!C)llg1·at11latic)llS 
tC) tile 
~leffe1·sc,11 i\lle<lical 
(!c,llege (!lass C)f 2()1()! 
l~c,1111ie a11<l l>ea11 l~i11gel 
c [6 T1U TIONS~ 
J£FF£RSSON MEDICAL 
CLASS OF 201 O! 
DR~ AND MRSS~ 
T1HOMAS VINCENJT LLOYD III 
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Your dream from a little girl is now 
fulfilled! Because of your passion, 
determination, and hard work, you are now 
CHRISTINE M. ENNIS, M.D. 
We are so proud of you and your 
accomplishments. Wishing you success in 
your rewarding career! 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, and Amanda 
TEMPORARY• TEMP-TO-HIRE• DIRECT HIRE/PERM 
VACATION FILL-INS• PROJECT STAFFING 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS: 
PROTOCALL FLEX-FORCE - ONSITE STAFFING MANAGEMENT 
PRIVATE DUTY EXCELLENCE - FACILITY PRIVATE DUTY CARE 
The Region's Staffing Leader! 
www.protocallstaffing.com 
Offices throughout Philadelphia & Suburbs and Southern New Jersey 
Healthcare/Medical Admin Staffing 
Healthcare/Homecare Division 
In-Hospital Private Duty Care 
215.592. 7400 
856.22 7.1900 
215.592.7400 
Janis LeBude, President 
\.Women's Business Enterprise 
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Thank you for visiting 
''."'! HE'
·=' 
ongratulations 
G R A D U A T E S 
Editor-in-Chief 
Kelly McGlaughlin 
Staff 
Sean Devitt 
E. Kyle Meehan 
Kamal Sain 
Fundraising 
Douglas Corwin 
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